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a b s t r a c t 

A software product line comprises a set of products that share a common code base, but vary in specific 

characteristics called features. Ideally, features of a product line are developed in isolation and composed 

subsequently. Product lines are increasingly used for safety–critical software, for which quality assurance 

becomes indispensable. While the verification of product lines gained considerable interest in research 

over the last decade, the subject of how to specify product lines is only covered rudimentarily. A chal- 

lenge to overcome is composition; similar to inheritance in object-oriented programming, features of 

a product line may refine other features along with their specifications. To investigate how refinement 

and composition of specifications can be established, we derive a notion of feature-oriented contracts 

comprising preconditions, postconditions, and framing conditions of a method. We discuss six mecha- 

nisms to perform contract composition between original and refining contracts. Moreover, we identify 

and discuss desired properties for contract composition and evaluate which properties are established 

by which mechanism. Our three main insights are that (a) contract refinement is seldom but crucial, (b) 

the Liskov principle does not apply to features, and (c) it is sufficient to accommodate techniques from 

object-orientation in the contract-composition mechanisms for handling frame refinements. 

© 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Today, industrial software systems are rarely being developed

onolithically, but exhibit an assembling of previously developed

mplementation artifacts. The goal of software product-line engi-

eering is to systematically reuse these artifacts between a set

f similar software products ( Pohl et al., 2005b; Clements and

orthrop, 2001; Czarnecki and Eisenecker, 20 0 0 ). Despite higher

osts in the beginning, the benefits are a reduction on the devel-

pment time and lower development and maintenance costs in the

ong run ( Pohl et al., 2005b ). To acquire those benefits, implemen-

ation artifacts must be of high quality. Hence, quality-assurance

echniques, such as code reviews, testing, and formal methods,

ave become critical for software product lines ( Carmo Machado

t al., 2014; Thüm et al., 2014 ). 

Many quality-assurance techniques for product lines require a

pecification of the expected behavior of all products ( Beohar et al.,

016 ). To verify a product-line, all the behaviour of all its individ-

al products must adhere to their specifications. While there exist
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any approaches to specify product lines ( Thüm et al., 2014; Ben-

uhn et al., 2015; Beohar et al., 2016 ), their implementations often

ct rather as a proof of concept and are only rarely evaluated em-

irically. 

In this work, we present a comprehensive discussion and

mpirical evaluation of how to specify product lines imple-

ented by means of feature-oriented programming ( Prehofer, 1997 ).

eature-oriented programming extends object-oriented program- 

ing, where features are implemented in isolation and subse-

uently composed to form software products. In addition to intro-

ucing new classes, methods, and fields, features may refine pieces

f functionality of other features. We concentrate on feature-

riented programming for product-line specification, as it contains

nly core variability mechanisms which can be encoded in many

ther implementation techniques. For instance, feature-oriented

ethod refinement can be expressed using the around advice in

spect-oriented programming ( Apel et al., 2008 ), using method

odifications in delta-oriented programming ( Schaefer et al.,

010 ), and using presence conditions in preprocessor-based prod-

ct lines ( Kästner et al., 2009a ). Consequently, when identify-

ng variability patterns for feature-oriented method refinements,

e can transfer these patterns to these other implementation

echniques, whereas the opposite would not be possible in gen-

ral. Hence, we are confident that our considerations are appli-

able to other product-line implementation techniques following
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feature-oriented software development . In Section 9 , we sketch how

to transfer our results to these other domains. 

For specifying features in feature-oriented programs, we focus

on the design-by-contract paradigm ( Meyer, 1988 ). Contracts dec-

orate procedures with preconditions, postconditions, and framing

conditions to assert the correctness of a change in state of a pro-

gram. Preconditions can be assumed by a procedure and must be

provided by callers, whereas postconditions are guaranteed and

provided by the procedure to callers. Framing conditions may ad-

ditionally limit the procedure’s access to memory ( Beckert et al.,

20 07; Chalin et al., 20 05; Leavens and Müller, 20 07 ). Reasons to

base our investigation of product-line specification on design by

contract are manifold. First, contracts enable the formal specifica-

tion of behavior and, thus, can be used for a wide range of veri-

fication techniques, such as theorem proving ( Burdy et al., 2005;

Beckert et al., 2007; Barnett et al., 2011; Hatcliff et al., 2012 ),

model checking ( Robby et al., 2006 ), static analysis ( Burdy et al.,

2005; Hatcliff et al., 2012 ), runtime assertion checking ( Meyer,

1988; Burdy et al., 2005; Barnett et al., 2011; Hatcliff et al., 2012 ),

and test-case generation ( Burdy et al., 2005; Hatcliff et al., 2012 ).

Consequently, our findings inherently have many applications. Sec-

ond, contracts help to identify the location of defects by means of

blame assignment ( Meyer, 1988; Hatcliff et al., 2012 ). For example,

the violation of a postcondition is the fault of the method itself,

whereas the violation of a precondition is the fault of a caller. We

expect defect localization to be especially helpful when developing

product lines with large development teams, in which no devel-

oper knows the complete code base. Third, design by contract is

a means for specifying detailed designs. Once we understand the

variability mechanisms required for specifications at code-level, we

can use this knowledge to guide the development of product-line

specification techniques for more abstract specifications (e.g., tran-

sition systems) or even abstraction mechanisms, such as model-

based refinement methods (e.g., ASM ( Börger and Stark, 2003 ) and

Event-B ( Abrial, 2010 )). 

While both design by contract and feature-oriented program-

ming have been hot research topics for more than two decades,

their combination was rarely been explored. A key question is how

to define and compose contracts when applying feature-oriented

method refinements. For instance, inheritance in object-oriented

programs often assumes to follow the Liskov principle (i.e., be-

havioral subtyping) ( Meyer, 1988; America, 1991; Liskov and Wing,

1994; Dhara and Leavens, 1996; Hatcliff et al., 2012 ). That is, ob-

jects of type T may be replaced by objects of type T ′ in a pro-

gram without imposing side-effects if T ′ is subtype of T . Applied

to design by contract that means when redefining a method in a

derived class, a precondition may only be replaced by a weaker

one, and a postcondition may only be replaced by a stronger one

( Meyer, 1992 ). An important question is whether we can also as-

sume the Liskov principle for features when considering contract

composition, or whether it is too restrictive for feature-oriented

method refinements. 

With this work, our goal is to identify mechanisms to ade-

quately specify proper program behavior for feature-oriented soft-

ware product lines following the design-by-contract paradigm. This

broadens our scope of acceptable specifications. The contracts in

some product lines we investigate are for documentation pur-

poses only and thus rather weak. Others, however, have been fully

proven. An exhausting discussion on employing the specification to

reason about behavioral correctness of the products (e.g., using de-

ductive verification, model checking, or automated test case gener-

ation) is out of scope for this work, but has been done for some of

the presented techniques already ( Thüm et al., 2011; Scholz et al.,

2011; Thüm et al., 2012, 2013, 2014 ). 

In prior work ( Thüm et al., 2012 ), we proposed contract-

composition mechanisms to specify feature-oriented programs us-
ng contracts and discussed their advantages and disadvantages. As

roof-of-concept and to enable larger evaluations, we developed

ool support for contract composition in FeatureHouse and Fea-

ureIDE . This work completes our prior work with two additional

pproaches, a comprehensive discussion on properties of contract

omposition, the incorporation of framing conditions, and a signif-

cantly extended evaluation. In summary, we make the following

ontributions. 

• A presentation of six mechanisms to specify method contracts

in feature-oriented programming including framing conditions. 
• A discussion of interesting and desired properties for contract

composition and an analysis which contract-composition mech-

anisms establish which properties. 
• Tool support for specifying feature-oriented contracts and auto-

mated composition in FeatureIDE . 
• An empirical evaluation including a total of 14 product lines,

where five product lines have been developed from scratch,

six product lines have been developed by decomposing ex-

isting systems with contracts, and three product lines based

on feature-oriented programming have been specified subse-

quently. 

. Background 

In this section, we provide the necessary background on design

y contract, software product lines, and feature-oriented program-

ing. 

.1. Design by contract 

A formal specification makes the intended behavior of source

ode explicit and allows to reason about a program’s correctness.

his idea is implemented by numerous programming languages by

eans of assertions ( Hatcliff et al., 2012 ). Assertions are side-effect

ree logical formulas to ensure a correct program state at specific

ocations during the development phase. If an assertion fails, di-

gnostic information about failure and program location are pro-

ided. Assertions can be used to represent preconditions and post-

onditions of methods in object-oriented programming, which is

ommonly referred to as design by contract ( Meyer, 1988; Hatcliff

t al., 2012 ). For instance, a precondition of a method may require

ome input parameters to be non-null. The rationale is, whenever

he precondition φ is satisfied, the method m guarantees the post-

ondition ψ . Callers of that method can thus reason about their

wn correctness when they are also specified with a contract. With

ontracts, programmers can make their implicit intention regarding

he input and output behavior of procedures explicit ( Meyer, 1988 ).

xplicitly annotating methods can improve program understanding

nd reuse ( Helm et al., 1990 ). Moreover, defensive programming

an be omitted, as contracts make the allowed values of input pa-

ameters explicit ( Meyer, 1992 ). Hatcliff et al. (2012) elaborate on

urther applications, such as verifying the conformance of imple-

entation and specification or the generation of test cases includ-

ng test oracles based on contracts. 

Besides preconditions and postconditions, there also exists the

rame condition. In postconditions, the old -keyword evaluates the

iven expression prior to the method execution. To specify that

he value of a given field f remains unchanged when executing

 method, one could therefore add old(f) == f to the postcondi-

ion of that method. However, to avoid unnecessarily long post-

onditions, one may also specify a frame condition α of a method

 Hatcliff et al., 2012 ), instead of adding old(f) == f to the postcon-

ition for each field f of a class that must not be changed by the

ethod. The frame condition, also called assignable clause ( Beckert

t al., 2007; Chalin et al., 2005; Leavens and Müller, 2007 ), indi-

ates which parts of the program state the respective method is
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Listing 1. An account implementation with contracts in JML. 
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llowed to modify. Implicitly, callers then know which parts of the

rogram state remain unaffected after a call. This information is

ften essential for information hiding ( Leavens and Müller, 2007 )

nd formal verification ( Beckert et al., 2007; Weiß, 2011 ). Formally,

e define that the triple comprising precondition φ, postcondition

, and frame condition α of a method m establishes a contract

 = { φ} m { ψ} [ α] . 

Examples of popular languages with support for contracts

re Eiffel ( Meyer, 1988 ), the Java Modeling Language, (JML)

 Leavens and Cheon, 2006 ), which is an extension of Java with sup-

ort for contracts, and Spec# ( Barnett et al., 2011 ). Here, all ex-

mples are illustrated in Java and JML, as Java is one of the most

rominent object-oriented programming languages and many case

tudies facilitating JML already exist. In principle, the examples and

ase studies are not restricted to Java and JML, but can be trans-

erred to other contracting languages. 

In Listing 1 , we give an example of a contracts as specified in

ML. The class Account stores the balance and the daily withdraw

nd provides method update to withdraw or debit money. Method

pdate is specified with a contract. The precondition is denoted

y requires and states that parameter x has to be unequal to zero

nd that field withdraw must be below a daily limit. The post-

ondition is denoted by ensures and states that anyone calling

ethod update can assume that field balance is modified by the

alue of parameter amount afterwards and that withdraw is set

o the new daily withdraw. Keyword old refers in postconditions to

he state prior to method execution. The assignable clause states

hat only field balance and withdraw are allowed to be modified

y the method. 

.2. Software product lines 

A software product line comprises a set of software products

s variations of a common code base ( Pohl et al., 2005a ). The

oal of product lines is to reuse reliable and tested software ar-

ifacts in related software products of the same domain and to of-

er cost-effective mass customization of software. Software prod-

cts are characterized by their features . A feature is an end-user-
isible functionality that exhibits commonalities and differences of

roducts in a product line ( Pohl et al., 2005a ). For instance, pay-

ent methods of online shops vary and, thus, can be seen as fea-

ures. Software product lines do not only reduce development and

aintenance costs, but lead to more robust and reliable software.

specially in related embedded systems, where software often has

 critical responsibility, yet differs in its functionality, developing

rtifacts in isolation and subsequent composition mechanisms are

ore cost-effective. 

As a first step, the reusable artifacts of the product line are

dentified in a process often being referred to as domain engineer-

ng ( Pohl et al., 2005a ). During application engineering ( Pohl et al.,

005a ), specific products are developed by reusing the identified

rtefacts. In this process, features are selected and composed to

enerate a software product. 

.3. Feature-oriented programming 

A popular language-based implementation technique for prod-

ct lines is feature-oriented programming that extends object-

riented programming ( Prehofer, 1997; Batory et al., 2004 ). Classes

re split up and distributed over feature modules to facilitate bet-

er reuse. Feature modules are ideally developed in isolation and

ntroduce new classes, methods, and fields. In particular, feature

odularity has many benefits over classical object-oriented pro-

ramming. For instance, a simple mapping between features and

heir implementations eases fault localization. Once a set of fea-

ures is selected, the corresponding implementation modules are

omposed automatically ( Apel et al., 2013a ). 

Additionally, methods can be refined using the keyword orig-

nal , similar to the keyword super when extending classes in

bject-oriented programs. In particular, methods are decomposed

nto parts to achieve separation of concerns ( Harrison and Ossher,

993; Kiczales et al., 1997; Tarr et al., 1999 ) or to enable the auto-

atic composition based on requirements ( Prehofer, 1997; Batory

t al., 2004; Czarnecki and Eisenecker, 20 0 0; Apel et al., 2013a ).

epending on the selection and order of features that are com-

osed, the resulting inheritance hierarchy may vary. 

For brevity, we use the terms feature module and feature inter-

hangeably. Subsequently, a set of features F = { f 1 , . . . , f n } is incre-

entally merged together to a particular software product p by a

omposition mechanism 

•: F × F → F ( Apel and Hutchins, 2010 ): 

p = f n • ( f n −1 • ( · · · • ( f 2 • f 1 ))) 

here exists a diverse set of tools for the incremental composi-

ion of features (e.g., FeatureHouse ( Apel et al., 2013b ) or AHEAD

 Apel and Hutchins, 2010 )). In FeatureHouse , software artifacts

re represented as trees and can refine each other by merging

heir corresponding sub-trees respecting specific composition con-

itions. For example, packages, classes, fields, and methods form

he hierarchical structure of object-oriented code. If two features

odify the same class (e.g. by adding a new method each), their

ub-trees overlap and the result is a new tree inheriting modifica-

ions of both features. In Listing 2 , we exemplify the composition

f two features a product line with the name BankAccount . Feature

ailyLimit refines the update -method of feature Base by using the

eyword original , which is replaced by the original content of the

pdate -method in the resulting class. 

. Problem statement 

Specifying feature-oriented software product lines is challeng-

ng. In feature-oriented programs, implementation artifacts, such

s methods, are distributed over the set of feature modules and

ubsequently composed together when the respective features are

elected. Similar to this idea, contracts could be modularized, too,
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Listing 2. Feature composition in product line BankAccount of features Base and Dai- 

lyLimit . 

Listing 3. Decomposition of contracts in product line BankAccount : feature Base in- 

troduces a contract for method update and in feature DailyLimit , method update 

is refined. The question is how one formulates the contract of the refined method 

update to produce the result depicted in Listing 2 ? 
and composed subsequently together with their respective meth-

ods. With contract composition , we refer to the process of retriev-

ing a contract for a method given a list of contracts as input. Con-

tract composition is motivated by the decomposition of methods

on code level. For both applications, the question arises how to

decompose and compose contracts accordingly. That is, for each

possible composition of methods, we are interested in the behav-

ior in terms of a contract. While one may desire to compose an

arbitrary number of contracts, our consideration is based on the

composition of two contracts. This is sufficient, because a compo-

sition of more than two contracts can be simulated by several bi-

nary compositions. This simplification is in line with work on soft-

ware composition, which is also often defined as a binary function

( Meyer, 1988; Prehofer, 1997; Liskov and Wing, 1994; Dhara and

Leavens, 1996; Batory et al., 2004; Höfner and Möller, 2009; Apel

et al., 2010; Hatcliff et al., 2012 ). 

When features refine methods, an important question is

whether refinement of their contracts is inevitable or not. How-

ever, unlike method composition where only the order of features

is relevant, it seems that contract composition has to be han-

dled differently according to certain scenarios. To better under-

stand the problem of refining contracts, consider the following ex-

ample based on the aforementioned product line BankAccount . 

Example 1. In Listing 3 , we show another excerpt of the BankAc-

count product line comprising the features Base and DailyLimit .

The product line BankAccount contains a method refinement of the

specified method update . In feature module Base , the method adds

value x to the current balance . In feature module DailyLimit , the

method disallows withdrawals over a fixed daily limit. The result-

ing composition of both features is illustrated in Listing 2 . The

composed contract, depicted in Listing 1 , shows the intended be-

havior of method update when both features are selected. In this

specific case, the definition of the refining contract in feature mod-

ule DailyLimit is currently unknown and needs to be identified. A

solution for composing contracts can be simple. For instance, we

may define that the refining contract simply overwrites the origi-

nal one. In the general case, however, the composition of contracts

is not obvious. We may add a new feature that refines method up-

date and has a contradicting precondition (e.g., allows x to be 0).

Hence, contract composition must be handled differently in such

a case. The two most important challenges are therefore how to

specify method update in feature DailyLimit and how to compose

contracts for method refinement. 

4. Contract-composition mechanisms 

In this section, we introduce mechanisms to integrate contracts

into feature-oriented programming as a particular technique for

software composition. In particular, we propose six mechanisms

for contract composition in feature-oriented programming, namely

plain contracting, contract overriding, explicit contract refinement,

conjunctive contract refinement, cumulative contract refinement,

and consecutive contract refinement. These contract-composition

mechanisms extend the composition of feature modules by sup-

port for contracts. 

Given an original contract c = { φ} m { ψ} [ α] and a refining con-

tract c ′ = { φ′ } m 

′ { ψ 

′ } [ α′ ] , we denote the composed contract as

c ′′ = c ′ • c = { φ′ } m 

′ { ψ 

′ } [ α′ ] • { φ} m { ψ} [ α] = { φ′′ } m 

′ • m { ψ 

′′ } [ α′′ ] . 
A specific mechanism for contract composition defines how φ′ ′ ,
ψ 

′ ′ , and α′ ′ are derived from the contracts c and c ′ . We consider

a contract-composition mechanism M as a function 

•M 

: C × C → C

defined over the set C of all possible contracts. If it is clear from

the context which contract-composition mechanism is meant, we

write • instead of •M 

and thus overload the composition operator

for method implementations (cf. Section 2.3 ). Clearly, any given set
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Listing 4. Plain contracting in product line IntegerList : feature Base introduces a con- 

tract for method push , which is not refined in feature Sorted . 
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 is specific to a certain specification language, contract composi-

ion independently of a particular language. Still, we require that

ach contract c ∈ C can be formulated as c = { φ} m { ψ} [ α] , whereas

e discuss further language constructs in Section 6 . 

All mechanisms are illustrated based on Java and JML , but are

ot restricted to them in principle. All examples used for illustra-

ion are excerpts of the product lines used in our evaluation. 

.1. Plain contracting 

A simple mechanism to deal with contracts during feature-

odule composition is to apply the identity function to the orig-

nal contract. That is, given an original contract c and a refining

ontract c ′ , the result of contract composition is always the origi-

al contract c . We call this mechanism plain contracting and denote

t as •pc (i.e., c ′ •pc c = c). In plain contracting, the idea is to define

 contract for each method, but to forbid their refinement. Instead

f ignoring refining contracts during composition, in practice, no

efinements are written. Nevertheless, feature modules may con-

ain method refinements if they establish the original contract. 
xample 2. In Listing 4 , we show an excerpt of a product line

hat was developed by Wolfgang Scholz for feature-interaction de-

ection ( Scholz et al., 2011 ). The product line IntegerList contains

 method refinement of method push . In feature module Base ,

he method is introduced with a contract and simply inserts a

iven element at the end of the list. In feature module Sorted , the

ethod is refined such that the list is sorted after each insertion.

he method refinement adheres to the contract defined in fea-

ure module Base and is not refined in the optional feature module

orted . 

A rather technical design decision of contract composition, in

eneral, and plain contracting, in particular, is how to handle

ethods without a contract during composition. In design by con-

ract, the absence of a precondition means that there are no as-

umptions that the caller has to fulfill ( Meyer, 1988 ), which is se-

antically equivalent to requires true . Analogously, the absence

f a postcondition indicates that there is nothing the caller can

ely on (i.e., ensures true and assignable \ everything ). In the

ollowing, we call such a missing contract an empty contract , de-

oted as c = ε. Given this semantics, one has decide how deal with

uch contracts during composition. For instance, assume we want

o compose the method m with methods m 

′ and m 

′ ′ , of which m

as no contract and the contracts of m 

′ and m 

′ ′ are c ′ and c ′ ′ , re-

pectively. If we ignore empty contracts during composition, the

esult for our example is c ′′ •pc c 
′ = c ′ . However, if we treat empty

ontracts as contracts that are subject to composition, the result is

 

′′ •pc c 
′ •pc c = ε. While both options are possible, the discussion

s largely orthogonal to our work. We choose to ignore empty con-

racts during composition in the following, because a programmer

an enforce the latter behaviour by providing the trivial contract

equires true , ensures true , and assignable \ everything . 

.2. Contract overriding 

Contract overriding is a contract-composition mechanism that

s complementary to plain contracting. In contract overriding, all

ethods and method refinements may provide a contract. During

omposition, the refining contract completely overrides the origi-

al contract (i.e., c ′ •co c = c ′ ). Similar as for plain contracting, we

ssume that empty contracts are ignored during composition. Oth-

rwise, we would need to repeat contracts for each method refine-

ent, even if they do not require any changes to original contracts.

xample 3. In Listing 5 , we give an example for contract overrid-

ng. The product line GPL-scratch was developed by André Weigelt

o illustrate the need of different contract composition techniques

n a single product line ( Weigelt, 2013 ). Feature module Base in-

roduces a method addEdge that takes a given edge and inserts

t into an existing graph. However, the edge needs to be non-null

nd the nodes it connects must already exist in the graph. The

eature module MaxEdges refines the method implementation such

hat only a specified number of edges can be added to the graph.

hat is, an edge is only inserted if the maximum number of edges

ill not be exceeded. Consequently, the contract given in feature

odule MaxEdges is supposed to completely override the original

ontract. 

.3. Explicit contract refinement 

Similar to contract overriding, explicit contract refinement per-

its contract refinements. That is, refining contracts override orig-

nal contracts. However, refining contracts may refer to the orig-

nal precondition and original postcondition in their precondition

nd postcondition, respectively. Similar to feature-oriented method

efinement, we introduce keyword original in preconditions, post-

onditions, and assignable clauses, which are replaced by the
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Listing 5. Contract overriding in product line GPL-scratch : feature MaxEdges over- 

rides the contract of feature Base (adapted from Weigelt, 2013 ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Listing 6. Explicit contract refinement in product line GPL-scratch : feature MaxEdges 

refines a contract by referring to the original contract defined in feature Base 

(adapted from Weigelt, 2013 ). 
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original conditions during composition. We define explicit contract

refinement based on the composition of predicates: 

{ φ′ } m 

′ { ψ 

′ } [ α′ ] •ecr { φ} m { ψ} [ α] = { φ′ • φ} m 

′ • m { ψ 

′ • ψ} [ α′ • α] ,

whereas φ′ •φ is the result of replacing all occurrences of keyword

original by φ in φ′ ( ψ 

′ •ψ and α′ •α are defined analogously). The

keyword is neither mandatory in preconditions, postconditions, nor

the frame and may even appear several times in the same precon-

dition or postcondition, respectively. In fact, contract overriding is

a special case of explicit contract refinement where the keyword

original is never used. 

Example 4. In Listing 6 , we give an example for explicit contract

refinement based on the previous example in Listing 5 . The fea-

ture module Base is identical. However, instead of cloning precon-

dition and postcondition of the original contract in feature module

MaxEdges , we refer to them by means of keyword original . The re-

sult of composing both feature modules is exactly the same as for

our example on contract overriding. 

4.4. Conjunctive contract refinement 

In contrast to explicit contract refinement, the next three

contract-composition mechanisms that we discuss do not require

any keywords to explicitly refer to previous contracts. We refer

to these mechanisms as implicit contract refinement , as the com-

position of two contracts is not explicitly observable in the con-

tracts, but only implicitly defined by the respective mechanism.

One of these mechanisms for implicit contract refinement is con-

junctive contract refinement . Given two contracts c = { φ} m { ψ} [ α]

and c ′ = { φ′ } m 

′ { ψ 

′ } [ α′ ] their composition is determined by the

conjunction of their preconditions and postconditions, respectively.

All fields ignored in the frame can be encoded in the postcondi-

tion (i.e., ψ |� ∧ 

f �∈ α( \ old ( f) == f) ). As the postconditions are con-

joined, the resulting frame is semantically equal to the intersection

of both frames. The reason is that the complement of frame α is

expressed as the conjunction of \ old (f) == f in the postcondition
or all f �∈ α. We denote this intersection as the frame cut . To sum-

arize, we define conjunctive contract refinement as 

 

′ •C on jC R c = { φ′ ∧ φ} m 

′ • m { ψ 

′ ∧ ψ} [ α′ ∩ α] . 

xample 5. In Listing 7 , we again show an excerpt of product

ine GPL-scratch to exemplify conjunctive contract refinement. The

eyword conjunctive_contract indicates that the contracts for

ethod equals are composed using conjunctive contract refine-

ent. A detailed discussion on this and other contract-composition

eywords are postponed to Section 7.1 . Each contract refinement

ontains a precondition and a postcondition that must be ful-

lled in addition to all preconditions and postconditions defined

n other feature modules. In particular, the optional feature module

eighted introduces a new field weight , for which method equals

nd its contract need to be refined accordingly, because edges are

nly considered equivalent if they have the same weight. A similar

efinement is given in feature module Directed , which is considered

lternative to feature module Undirected (not shown for brevity). 

.5. Cumulative contract refinement 

There is a further mechanism for implicit contract refinement,

o which we refer to as cumulative contract refinement . Compared

o conjunctive contract refinement, the idea is to facilitate modu-

ar reasoning for callers similar to subcontracting in object orien-

ation. Meyer (1988) states that composed preconditions must be

eaker or equal to original preconditions and composed postcon-

itions must be stronger or equal. He has proposed a simple lan-

uage rule that avoids checking the conformance using theorem

roving: preconditions are combined in a disjunction and postcon-

itions in a conjunction. The framing adheres to the same thought

rocess as for conjunctive contract refinement, because postcon-

itions are composed by conjunction, too. Adopting this language

ule to feature orientation leads us to the definition of cumu-

ative contract refinement as { φ′ } m 

′ { ψ 

′ } [ α′ ] •C umC R { φ} m { ψ} [ α] =
 φ′ ∨ φ} m 

′ • m { ψ 

′ ∧ ψ} [ α′ ∩ α] . We omit an example, as the only

ifference between cumulative contract refinement and conjunc-

ive contract refinement is the disjunction of preconditions. 
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Listing 7. Conjunctive contract refinement in product line GPL-scratch : features 

Weighted and Directed refine a contract by adding a precondition and a postcon- 

dition to the original contract defined in feature Base (adapted from Weigelt, 2013 ). 
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Listing 8. Consecutive contract refinement in product line GPL-scratch : features 

UniqueEdges refines a contract by adding a new pair of precondition and postcon- 

dition to the original contract defined in feature Base (adapted from Weigelt, 2013 ; 

differences of contracts highlighted for convenience). 
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.6. Consecutive contract refinement 

In the third mechanism for implicit contract refinement, to

hich we refer to as consecutive contract refinement , we apply

pecification inheritance ( Dhara and Leavens, 1996 ) known from

bject orientation to product lines and therefore we support be-

avioral subtyping ( America, 1991; Dhara and Leavens, 1996 ) with

his mechanism. Specification inheritance is an enhancement com-

ared to subcontracting ( Dhara and Leavens, 1996 ), and we aim to

ransfer this enhancement to product lines by the following defini-

ion. We define consecutive contract refinement as 

{ φ′ } m 

′ { ψ 

′ } [ α′ ] •C onsC R { φ} m { ψ} [ α] 
= { φ′ ∨ φ} m 

′ • m { (old(φ′ ) ⇒ ψ 

′ ) ∧ (old(φ) ⇒ ψ) 
∧ (¬ old(φ) ⇒ ∀ x ∈ α\ α′ old(x ) = x ) ∧ 

(¬ old(φ′ ) ⇒ ∀ x ′ ∈ α′ \ αold(x ′ ) = x ′ ) } [ α ∪ α′ ] 

n which x, x ′ represent assignable locations. We extended the

rame cut to also depend on the preconditions. To this end, we

nify both frames and delegate the preserving of respective lo-

ations to the postcondition. The rationale is that the precondi-

ion depends on the input and must be evaluated to establish the

rame. 

xample 6. We give an example for consecutive contract refine-

ent based on product line GPL-scratch in Listing 8 . The original

ethod sortEdges takes a list of edges as input and returns a

orted list. The feature module UniqueEdges extends the method by

dditionally supporting a set of edges as input, which cannot con-

ain duplicate values. Thus, when calling method sortEdges with
 set as input, the result is strictly sorted (i.e., is sorted and does

ot contain duplicates). Given that feature UniqueEdges is selected,

he caller has the choice which precondition to fulfil (i.e., passing a

ist or a set) and can rely on the respective postcondition. This ex-

mple could not have been specified by means of cumulative con-

ract refinement, because it is impossible for the method to fulfil

oth postconditions if only the precondition of feature Base is es-

ablished. 

.7. Summary 

The six mechanisms we introduced can be distinguished by the

upported contract refinements. Plain contracting completely for-

ids any contract refinement, whereas conjunctive and cumula-

ive contract refinement enable the refinement in a limited way.

onsecutive contract refinement subsumes cumulative contract re-

nement with respect to the supported refinements. Finally, con-

ract overriding and explicit contract refinement facilitate arbitrary

ontract refinements and, consequently, also arbitrary method re-

nements. In the next section, we introduce desired properties of

ontract composition and discuss advantages and disadvantages of

ll six mechanisms. In the remainder of this work we investigate

hether all mechanisms are required in particular scenarios or

hether some of the mechanisms may completely replace others.

he latter would certainly reduce the complexity of specifying fea-

ures from a user’s perspective. 

. A taxonomy for contract composition 

In the previous section, we developed formal definitions for six

echanisms. In this section, we explore fundamental options for
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caller-compatible callee-compatible

equivalent

Fig. 1. Compatibility of changed contracts for callers and callees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 

Compatibility of contracts for different preservation properties. 

Preservation property Compatibility for Compatibility to 

Original-caller-preserving Callers Original contract 

Refinement-caller-preserving Callers Refining contract 

Original-callee-preserving Callees Original contract 

Refinement-callee-preserving Callees Refining contract 
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contract composition that are desirable and discuss all mechanisms

in more detail with respect to their advantages and disadvantages.

Whenever two methods are composed (cf. Section 3 ), the ques-

tion arises which composition mechanism should be preferred over

others and which properties are established by the composition.

First, we discuss interesting properties of contract-composition

mechanisms in Section 5.1 . Second, we discuss four fundamen-

tal options for contract composition based on these properties in

Section 5.2 . Third, we provide a comparison of all six mechanisms

in Section 5.3 . 

5.1. Properties of contract composition 

A contract defines obligations and benefits for callers and the

callee (i.e., the method itself), respectively ( Meyer, 1988 ). We dis-

tinguish between two views, namely the caller view and the callee

view . The caller has the obligation to fulfil the precondition of the

method, but can rely on the postcondition and on the framing. The

callee can rely on the precondition, but has to fulfil the postcondi-

tion and respect the framing. As the result of contract composition

is a new contract for a particular method, a distinguishing prop-

erty of contract composition is to which extent the new contract

is compatible with the original and the refining contract. We de-

fine compatibility with respect to the callee view and the caller

view: 

Definition 7. Given two contracts c 1 = { φ1 } m 1 { ψ 1 } [ α1 ] and c 2 =
{ φ2 } m 2 { ψ 2 } [ α1 ] . 

• The contract c 2 is called caller-compatible with respect to c 1 ,

if and only if φ1 �φ2 and ψ 2 �ψ 1 and α2 ⊆α1 , and caller-

incompatible otherwise. 
• The contract c 2 is called callee-compatible with respect to c 1 ,

if and only if φ2 �φ1 and ψ 1 �ψ 2 and α1 ⊆α2 , and callee-

incompatible otherwise. 
• If and only if contract c 2 is both, callee-compatible and caller-

compatible with respect to c 1 , then c 2 is called equivalent to c 1 .

We illustrate these definitions by means of a Venn diagram in

Fig. 1 . Assuming a fixed contract c 1 , the Venn diagram illustrates

the compatibility of all possible contracts c 2 with respect to c 1 .

Considering the caller view, it seems beneficial if the result of con-

tract composition c 2 is caller-compatible, because all callers rely-

ing on c 1 can rely on c 2 instead. In contrast, callee-compatibility

is desirable, because callees do not need to be aware of contract

changes. As features are often optional and not part of the fi-

nal software product, callee-compatibility removes the necessity

to check whether a callee adheres to the specification during fea-

ture composition. However, requiring both properties enables only

changes to contracts in which preconditions, postconditions, and

frames remain equivalent (i.e., �φ1 ⇔ φ2 , �ψ 1 ⇔ ψ 2 , and α1 = α2 ). 

Based on caller-compatibility and callee-compatibility, we de-

fine preservation properties for contract-composition mechanisms

that indicate to which extent it maintains the compatibility with

the original and refining contract. Compared to our previous defi-

nitions of compatibility, we quantify over all possible contracts as

input and classify the mechanism rather than single contracts. We

define the following four preservation properties (cf. Table 1 ) that

facilitate some form of modular reasoning: 
efinition 8. Assume that a contract-composition mechanism m

omposes an original contract c with a refining contract c ′ to the

esulting contract c ′′ = c ′ •m 

c (cf. Section 4 ). The mechanism m is

alled original-caller-preserving , if the resulting contract c ′ ′ is caller-

ompatible with respect to c , and refinement-caller-preserving , if the

esulting contract c ′ ′ is caller-compatible with respect to c ′ for all

, c ′ ∈ C . The mechanism m is called original-callee-preserving , if the

esulting contract c ′ ′ is callee-compatible with respect to c , and

efinement-callee-preserving , if the resulting contract c ′ ′ is callee-

ompatible with respect to c ′ for all c, c ′ ∈ C . 

In object-oriented programming, original-caller-preserving con-

ract composition for inheritance is already known as behavioral

ubtyping ( Liskov and Wing, 1994; Dhara and Leavens, 1996; Hat-

liff et al., 2012 ). Nevertheless, we introduce a new name for it

s composition mechanisms are orthogonal to object-oriented in-

eritance for product lines. For example, aspect-oriented program-

ing, delta-oriented programming, and feature-oriented program-

ing can be seen as extensions of object-oriented programming

nd do not aim to completely replace inheritance ( Kiczales et al.,

997; Prehofer, 1997; Schaefer et al., 2010 ). 

Given the four preservation properties of contract composition,

t seems useful to prefer mechanisms that fulfil as many as possi-

le of these properties, because those mechanisms enable compo-

itional reasoning. For instance, an original-caller-preserving mech-

nism allows verification tools and programmers to reason about a

ethod call without knowing later contract refinements. That is,

f we formally verify in a code review that a given method m con-

orms to a contract c of method m 

′ and method m calls method m 

′ ,
his fact cannot be invalidated by refining the contract of method

 

′ in a later refinement. This is because the contract c may only

e changed by refining contracts c ′ in a way that the resulting

ontract c ′ ′ is caller-compatible to c . Similarly, refinement-caller-

reserving mechanisms do not depend on changes to previous con-

racts. Analogously, the callee can be verified independently of ear-

ier or later contract refinements, if the mechanism is original-

allee-preserving or refinement-callee-preserving, respectively. 

.2. Fundamental options for contract composition 

Not all four preservation properties of contract composition are

ompatible with each other. 

heorem 9. There exists no contract-composition mechanism that is

oth, original-caller-preserving and refinement-callee-preserving. 

roof. We prove the theorem with proof by contradiction. As-

ume there is a contract-composition mechanism m that is

oth, original-caller-preserving and refinement-callee-preserving.

ecause mechanism m is original-caller-preserving, for all original

ontracts c ∈ C and refining contracts c ′ ∈ C the resulting contract

 

′ ′ is caller-compatible with respect to c . Without loss of general-

ty, we assume that c = { φ} m { ψ} [ α] , c ′ = { φ′ } m 

′ { ψ 

′ } [ α′ ] , and c ′′ =
 φ′′ } m 

′′ { ψ 

′′ } [ α′′ ] . Because contract c ′ ′ is caller-compatible with

espect to c , we know that φ′ ′ �φ and ψ �ψ 

′ ′ . Because mecha-

ism m is refinement-callee-preserving, we know that c ′ ′ is callee-

ompatible with c ′ , and thus φ′ �φ′ ′ and ψ �ψ 

′ ′ . However, with
′ �φ′ ′ and φ′ ′ �φ it follows that φ′ �φ, which is a restriction on
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original-caller-preserving

original-callee-preservingrefinement-caller-preserving

refinement-callee-preserving

caller-preserving original-preserving

refinement-preserving callee-preserving

Fig. 2. Contract-preservation properties indicate compatibility for callers and 

callees of original and refining contracts. 
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he contracts that are composed. Thus the properties do not hold

or all contracts c and c ′ , which is a contradiction to our assump-

ion that the mechanism is both, original-caller-preserving and

efinement-callee-preserving. �

heorem 10. There exists no contract-composition mechanism that is

oth, original-callee-preserving and refinement-caller-preserving. 

roof. Analogous to Theorem 9 . �

By means of Theorem 9 , we know that a contract-composition

echanism cannot return a contract c ′ ′ that is caller-compatible

ith respect to c and callee-compatible with respect to c ′ for all

, c ′ ∈ C . Nevertheless, the proof indicates that if we would re-

trict our contracts c = { φ} m { ψ} [ α] and c ′ = { φ′ } m 

′ { ψ 

′ } [ α′ ] to ful-

l φ′ �φ, ψ �ψ 

′ , and α = α′ , the resulting contract c ′ ′ could be

aller-compatible with respect to c and callee-compatible with re-

pect to c ′ . However, such restriction on the input contracts for

ontract composition are not in our scope and would hinder com-

ositionality, because we would have to check that all possible

ompositions of contracts fulfil the restrictions on preconditions,

ostconditions, and the framing condition. 

With Theorems 9 and 10 , we conclude that at most two of

he four preservation properties can be fulfilled by a contract-

omposition mechanism. We illustrate the possible combinations

f the preservation properties also using an Euler diagram in Fig. 2 .

verall, there are nine options for mechanisms with respect to the

reservation properties. First, one option is to fulfil no preservation

roperties (white area in Fig. 2 ). Second, there are four options

o fulfil exactly one of these four properties (red, orange, green,

nd blue). Finally, fulfilling two out of four properties give rise to

urther four options (mixed colors). Theorem 9 rules out overlap-

ing between green and red, and Theorem 10 rules out overlapping

etween orange and blue. As explained above, fulfilling more of

hese preservation properties improves modular reasoning. Hence,

f these nine options, the four options fulfilling two preservation

roperties seem to be most promising. For that reason, we refer

o them as fundamental options for contract composition and intro-

uce names for them: 

efinition 11. A contract-composition mechanism m is called

aller-preserving if and only if it is original-caller-preserving and

efinement-caller-preserving. A mechanism m is called callee-

reserving if and only if it is original-callee-preserving and

efinement-callee-preserving. A mechanism m is called original-

reserving if and only if it is original-caller-preserving and original-

allee-preserving. A mechanism m is called refinement-preserving

f and only if it is refinement-caller-preserving and refinement-

allee-preserving. 

The four fundamental options for contract composition have

ifferent properties, although they all support some kind of modu-

ar reasoning. A caller-preserving mechanism enables modular rea-
oning for callers. That is, if a method m calls a method n with

ontract c defined in the same module (e.g., aspect, feature mod-

le, or delta module), we can rely on the contract c without a need

o consider other contracts defined for method n in other modules.

imilarly, a callee-preserving mechanism enables modular reason-

ng for callees. That is, a method m has to fulfil only what is de-

ned in the contract of the module. Contracts for method m de-

ned in other modules can only strengthen preconditions or post-

onditions. In contrast, an original-preserving mechanism ensures

hat contracts may only be replaced by equivalent contracts (i.e.,

ot refined at all). Hence, caller and callee can rely on this contract

ndependent of later modules. A refinement-preserving mechanism

asically allows to completely replace the contract, but callers and

he callee do not need to consider previous modules. 

Besides the four preservation properties, other interesting prop-

rties of contract composition are commutativity, associativity, and

dempotence. Contract composition is commutative , if the order of

ontracts in composition does not matter (i.e., c ′ •c ≡ c •c ′ ). Contract

omposition is associative , if different parentheses in the compo-

ition of more than two contracts result in equivalent contracts

i.e., c ′ ′ •( c ′ •c ) ≡ ( c ′ ′ •c ′ ) •c ). Contract composition is idempotent , if

he composition of two identical contracts yields an equivalent

ontract (i.e., c •c ≡ c ). 

Contract composition is closely related to the composition of

ource code, because contracts are typically embedded in source

ode ( Meyer, 1988 ). Commutativity can facilitate comprehension,

ven if the composition of source code is often not commuta-

ive, because method refinements may refer to previous method

mplementations ( Höfner and Möller, 2009; Apel et al., 2010 ).

sually, there is a special keyword to do so; for example, key-

ord super or Precursor in object-oriented method overrid-

ng ( Meyer, 1988; Bracha and Cook, 1990; Gosling et al., 2005 ),

eyword proceed or runNext in aspect-oriented around advice

 Kiczales et al., 2001 ), and keyword original in feature-oriented

rogramming ( Apel et al., 2013b ) and delta-oriented programming

 Schaefer et al., 2011 ). Hence, approaches enabling the composition

f methods typically assume a partial order (i.e., a total order for

ach composition). For instance, delta modules in delta-oriented

rogramming have to declare a partial order to all other mod-

les refining the same methods ( Schaefer et al., 2010 ). In feature-

riented programming, usually a total order on all features is as-

umed ( Prehofer, 1997; Meinicke et al., 2017 ). In aspect-oriented

rogramming, aspect precedence can be defined and if the order is

ot unique, the aspect compiler chooses an order ( Kiczales et al.,

001 ). In object-oriented programming, an order is given by the in-

eritance hierarchy. Consequently, we can assume an order of com-

osed contracts. 

Our discussion of properties is independent of the composition

f implementations. That is, contract composition can be commu-

ative, even if the composition of source code is typically not com-

utative ( Apel et al., 2010; Höfner et al., 2012 ). Commutativity, as-

ociativity, and idempotence are desirable properties for contract

omposition, because they may ease the understanding of con-

racts as the order, parentheses, and identical contracts do not in-

uence resulting contracts. 

.3. Comparison of contract-composition mechanisms 

In Section 4 , we discussed six mechanisms for contract com-

osition. We summarize the properties of these mechanisms in

able 2 and make several observations. All mechanisms are as-

ociative (i.e., ( c ′ ′ •c ′ ) •c is equivalent to c ′ ′ •( c ′ •c )) and, except

or explicit contract refinement, also idempotent (i.e., c • c = c).

nly conjunctive, cumulative, and consecutive contract refinement

re commutative (i.e., c • c ′ = c ′ • c). With respect to the previ-

usly defined preservation properties, plain contracting is original-
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Table 2 

Overview on contract-composition mechanisms and their properties. 

Contract-composition mechanism 

∗ Preservation property Associativity Idempotence Commutativity 

c ′ •PC c = { φ} m 

′ • m { ψ} [ α] Original-preserving Yes Yes No 

c ′ •CO c = { φ′ } m 

′ • m { ψ 

′ } [ α′ ] Refinement-preserving Yes Yes No 

c ′ •ECR c = { φ′ • φ} m 

′ • m { ψ 

′ • ψ} [ α′ • α] None Yes No No 

c ′ •C on jC R c = { φ′ ∧ φ} m 

′ • m { ψ 

′ ∧ ψ} [ α′ ∩ α] None Yes Yes Yes 

c ′ •C umC R c = { φ′ ∨ φ} m 

′ • m { ψ 

′ ∧ ψ} [ α′ ∩ α] Caller-preserving Yes Yes Yes 

c ′ •C onsC R c = { φ′ ∨ φ} m 

′ • m { ψ 

′′ ∧ ψ 

′′′ } [ α ∪ α′ ] Caller-preserving Yes Yes Yes 

∗ c = { φ} m { ψ} , c ′ = { φ′ } m 

′ { ψ 

′ } , ψ 

′′ = 

(
old(φ′ ) ⇒ ψ 

′ ) ∧ 
(
old(φ) ⇒ ψ 

)
, and ψ 

′′′ = (¬ old(φ) ⇒ ∀ x ∈ α\ α′ old(x ) = x ) ∧ (¬ old 

(φ′ ) ⇒ ∀ x ′ ∈ α′ \ αold(x ′ ) = x ′ ) . 
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preserving, because the caller view and callee view of the origi-

nal contract are both maintained. Contrary, contract overriding is

refinement-preserving, because caller and callee view of the refin-

ing contract are maintained. Explicit contract refinement and con-

junctive contract refinement do not fulfill any preservation proper-

ties. The remaining two mechanisms, cumulative and consecutive

contract refinement, are both caller-preserving. Proofs of all these

properties can be found elsewhere ( Thüm, 2015 ). 

In the following, we discuss all contract-composition mech-

anisms with respect to four important criteria, namely modular

reasoning, allowed contract refinements, specification effort including

specification clones and derivative contracts , and dangling references . 

Modular Reasoning. A property that is conflicting with support

for arbitrary contract refinements is modular reasoning for callers.

Modular reasoning is possible with plain contracting as no refine-

ment is available. Furthermore, programmers and verification tools

can easily reason about method calls, because the same contract

holds for every possible combination of features. 1 The only other

mechanisms enabling modular reasoning for callers are cumulative

and consecutive contract refinement, but they only support con-

tract refinement in a limited way (i.e., for callers as discussed in

Section 5.2 ). 

Allowed Contract Refinements. Plain contracting is the only mech-

anism that prohibits contract refinement when refining methods.

For this mechanism, method refinements may change the behav-

ior only such that the original contract is maintained. As a conse-

quence, callers cannot rely on the changed behavior. For instance,

if we replace the instable sorting algorithms heap sort and quick

sort by a stable algorithm, such as merge sort, we may want to

express that callers can rely on stability, which is impossible with

plain contracting. cumulative and consecutive contract refinement

enable contract refinement by combining original contracts with

new preconditions and postconditions. 

For contract overriding and explicit contract refinement, when

a method refinement provides some new guarantees, we can ac-

tually specify them in a refining contract and callers can rely on

it. In addition, because we can arbitrarily refine contracts, also all

method refinements are possible and do not have to adhere to the

original contract. That all contract refinements and all method re-

finements are possible, provides flexibility particularly with respect

to unanticipated changes. 

For conjunctive and cumulative contract refinement, to be com-

patible with the conjunction of postconditions, the frame is only

allowed to become smaller. Introducing new fields to the frames of

refining contracts is thus impossible. However,it is possible to ab-

stract away from specific fields by creating and allowing groups in
1 Although contract refinement is not possible with this approach, there can be 

different contracts for the same method when alternative features introduce the 

same method with a different contract. However, such cases can be forbidden and 

their absence could be automatically verified by means of a static analysis. 

b  

a  

c  

fi  

p  

a  
rames, where new fields can be inserted into ( Leino, 1998; Weiß,

011 ). A further disadvantage of conjunctive contract refinement is

hat only a limited form of contract refinements can be expressed.

n principle, contract refinements can only add formulas to pre-

onditions and postconditions in conjunction to existing ones. As a

esult, we might have to remove some contracts to enable certain

ethod refinements. In the worst case, we may only be able to

pecify a small portion of the product-line behavior, and thus only

etect some errors of the product line. For example, conjunctive

ontract refinement is too restrictive to specify the contract refine-

ent shown in Listing 5 . We evaluate the practical implications of

his limitation in Section 8 . 

Using cumulative or consecutive contract refinement, we can

asily create contracts that are hard to fulfill for callees, or there

ight not even be a single implementation as the contract refine-

ent is contradictory. In the end, this restrictiveness with respect

o the addition of preconditions and postconditions may lead to

he fact that many interesting properties of a given product-line

mplementation cannot be specified, which we empirically inves-

igate in Section 8 . The examples given in 5 and 7 cannot be ex-

ressed by means of cumulative contract refinement. 

pecification Effort. The simplicity of plain contracting may facil-

tate creation and maintenance of contracts for programmers. A

rogrammer only needs to specify a method once, even if it is re-

ned by several other feature modules, which reduces the effort

or specification (i.e., writing contracts). 

For contract overriding, any contract may be subject to later re-

nement. This is challenging, as callers need to be aware of any con-

ract for a given method in order to determine the contract they

an rely on. Consequently, it may require to clone and adapt pre-

ious contracts. For example, the refined contract in Listing 5 re-

eats the complete precondition and postcondition of the original

ontract. We refer to such cloned contracts as specification clones

 Farrell et al., 2017 ). Cloning contracts is necessary here because

ontract overriding only supports completely replacing contracts

ithout any mechanism to reuse existing contracts. Furthermore,

f two or more features refine the same contract using contract

verriding, we may get undesired contracts if both features are se-

ected. A solution is to introduce derivative contracts (i.e., a con-

ract that is only included if two or more features are selected).

owever, derivative contracts may not scale for many contract re-

nements of the same method. A solution is to introduce derivative

ontracts (i.e., a contract that is only included if two or more fea-

ures are selected). However, derivative contracts may not scale for

any contract refinements of the same method. 

Explicit contract refinement improves over contract overriding

y providing a means to explicitly refer to previous preconditions

nd postconditions and, thus, a means to avoid some specification

lones and derivative contracts. Furthermore, explicit contract re-

nement overcomes some drawbacks of contract overriding. First,

rogrammers can avoid most specification clones , because they have

 linguistic means to refer to original preconditions, postcondi-
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ions, and frames individually and do not have to clone and adapt

ontracts for all method refinements. Second, the need for deriva-

ive contracts is reduced as we can refer to a previous contract from

hatever feature module this contract may be provided, and thus

upporting compositional flexibility. Nevertheless, in some cases

pecification clones and derivative contracts may still be necessary

e.g., if we want to change just a small part within a larger pre-

ondition). However, in explicit contract refinement, specifications

ay get more complex than in contract overriding if several re-

nements for the same method contract exist and some, but not

ll refinements refer to the previous contracts. Furthermore, a new

imension of complexity arises due to the possibility to indepen-

ently refer to preconditions, postconditions, and frames, and that

t is even possible to negate preconditions or postconditions or to

se them in some new logical context. Again, it may be hard for

 programmer to retrieve the contract for a certain context, which

ay be mitigated by means of tool support. 

Compared to explicit contract refinement, there is no specifi-

ation effort for conjunctive contract refinement with respect to

roviding the keyword original . Furthermore, resulting contracts

re easy to understand as all preconditions and all postconditions

re simply concatenated. That is, a later or potentially unknown

eature module can only change the contract in this limited way.

sing conjunctive contract refinement, it is possible to avoid some

pecification clones and derivative contracts due to the fact that

revious preconditions and postconditions are assumed to hold in

ll cases. 

Cumulative and consecutive contract refinement may lead to

pecification clones, as adapting the postcondition also requires to

pecify the precondition. due to the disjunction of the precondi-

ions. We need to evaluate this further. 

angling References. References to previous contracts introduce the

ossibility of dangling references. That is, we may use the keyword

riginal in a contract, but during composition we detect that there

s no original contract to which the keyword can point to. For ex-

mple, we may define a method introduction including a contract

n an optional feature and use the keyword original to refer to this

ontract from another optional method refinement. This is a par-

icular instance of an unwanted feature interaction ( Calder et al.,

003 ). As typical for feature interactions, this dangling reference

ay only occur in some feature combinations and thus stay un-

oticed until feature modules are composed for one of these com-

inations. However, inserting true for non-existent preconditions

nd postconditions might be reasonable. In particular, explicit con-

ract refinement relies on similar linguistic means as feature mod-

les and may therefore lead to an additional source of errors in

ontracts due to dangling references for keyword original . 

.4. Summary 

Based on our discussions, we cannot yet rule out mechanisms

r even favor a single mechanism. There are some indicators that

onsecutive contract refinement is superior to cumulative contract

efinement, as the advantages and disadvantages of both are al-

ost the same, except that callers on consecutive contract refine-

ent cannot only provide one of the preconditions and rely on

ll postconditions. Consequently, it is not the burden of callees

o fulfil all postconditions for any given precondition. Moreover,

here are some indicators that explicit contract refinement is su-

erior to contract overriding. Nevertheless, an empirical evaluation

n Section 8 is required to judge the practical relevance of these

ix mechanisms. 
. Composition beyond preconditions, postconditions, and 

raming conditions 

For brevity, our considerations in Sections 4 and 5 only focused

n contracts consisting of a precondition, a postcondition, and a

raming condition. However, there are numerous advanced speci-

cation concepts based on the notion of contracts ( Meyer, 1988;

halin et al., 2005; Hatcliff et al., 2012 ). In this section, we discuss

ome of the most relevant concepts and how our previous discus-

ions relate to these concepts. In particular, we discuss specifica-

ion cases, multiple preconditions and postconditions, class invari-

nts, as well as pure methods. 

.1. Specification cases 

In the principle of design by contract, every contract consists

f exactly one precondition and one postcondition ( Meyer, 1988 ).

owever, specification languages such as JML support the use of

ultiple specification cases for one method, by connecting them

ith keyword also ( Chalin et al., 2005 ). Roughly speaking, a

ethod is specified with multiple contracts, which are connected

y contract composition. In fact, keyword also is just syntactic

ugar and can be desugared whenever required, as described by

halin et al. (2005) : given k specification cases combined with key-

ord also and their respective precondition φi , postcondition ψ i ,

nd framing condition αi with i = 1 , . . . , k, the combined contract,

here keyword also is desugared, has precondition 

∨ 

i φi , postcon-

ition 

∧ 

i \ old (φi ) ⇒ ψ i , and frame condition α = 

⋃ 

i αi if φi . 

In theory, we can easily apply all contract-composition mecha-

isms as defined above by desugaring all specification cases prior

o composition. In practice, the resulting contracts may turn out

o be hard-to-read, especially if there are more than two specifica-

ion cases involved. The problem arises when the result of contract

omposition is presented to the user. One application that requires

rogrammers to read these contracts is if we generate a documen-

ation for a single product of our product line. Another applica-

ion is when the contracts are used for runtime assertion checking

r verification and the programmer is supposed to understand the

ontract to locate the faulty feature module or combination of fea-

ure modules. Consequently, desugaring during composition could

e considered undesirable. 

To avoid desugaring of keyword also , we can extend contract-

omposition mechanisms with support for specification cases. A

rivial extension exists for plain contracting and contract overrid-

ng; instead of copying the original and refining precondition and

ostcondition, respectively, one can simply copy the complete orig-

nal or refining contract during composition. Extending consecu-

ive contract refinement is straightforward as it is equivalent to

pecification cases anyway. That is, one may combine contracts

rom different feature modules by means of keyword also , too. In

ther words, consecutive contract refinement can be implemented

hrough specification cases. 

Supporting specification cases in explicit contract refinement is

lightly more complex. This is because keyword original may also

e used in specification cases or refer to a contract with specifica-

ion cases. There are several options what keyword original refers

o. First, it may refer to the desugared precondition or postcondi-

ion of the original contract. This would require some desugaring

nly during the replacement of keyword original . Second, the key-

ord may refer to the precondition or postcondition of a particular

pecification case. As specification cases do not have an identify-

ng name, a simple strategy is to assume that keyword original

efined in the i th specification case of a refining contract refers

o the i th specification case of the original contract. We refer to a

achelor’s thesis introducing new keywords that enable to choose

etween one of these two semantics ( Benduhn, 2012 ). 
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Listing 9. Pure-method refinement in product line ExamDB : the contract of method 

consistent contains a call to the pure method validStudent . Feature module Back- 

Out refines the contract of method consistent indirectly by refining method valid- 

Student ( Thüm et al., 2012 ). 
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In contrast to these four contract-composition mechanisms, it

seems that desugaring cannot be avoided for conjunctive contract

refinement and cumulative contract refinement. However, specifi-

cation cases are an elegant way for implementation of consecutive

contract refinement, because it avoids the cloning of preconditions

into postconditions during composition (cf. Section 4.6 ). 

6.2. Multiple preconditions and postconditions 

Besides the definition of multiple specification cases each con-

sisting of a precondition, a postcondition, and a framing condition,

one may also define multiple preconditions, postconditions, and

framing conditions for a single specification case. Similar to spec-

ification cases, multiple preconditions and postconditions are just

syntactic sugar and can be conjoined into one ( Beckert et al., 2007;

Benduhn, 2012 ). The framing condition is only a set of locations.

Multiple framing conditions α1 , α2 , . . . , αn are replaced by a single

framing condition comprising their union (i.e., 
⋃ 

1 ≤i ≤n αi ). 

As for specification cases, we may apply desugaring with re-

spect to multiple preconditions and postconditions before com-

position to reuse contract-composition mechanisms as presented

above. However, desugaring is, again, not required for plain con-

tracting and contract overriding, as copying the contracts is suffi-

cient. The same can be said about consecutive contract refinement

when implemented by means of specification cases (as discussed

in Section 6.1 ). For conjunctive contract refinement, preconditions

and postconditions are composed by conjunction, which can be

implemented with multiple preconditions and postconditions. For

cumulative contract refinement, the same is true for postcondi-

tions, but preconditions need to be desugared as described above

prior to composition. Finally, explicit contract refinement poses

similar challenges as specification cases do, because keyword orig-

inal can either refer to the desugared precondition or postcondi-

tion, or refer to the j th precondition or postcondition of the i th

specification case. For simplicity, we assume the former option. 

In summary, most contract-composition mechanisms can di-

rectly be extended to multiple preconditions and postcondition for

input contracts. Some of them can even take advantage of this lan-

guage construct to avoid lengthy preconditions and postconditions.

6.3. Pure methods and model methods 

Contracts may contain calls to pure methods, i.e., methods that

terminate and are side-effect free ( Beckert et al., 2007 ). Pure meth-

ods require attention during composition, as their refinement im-

plicitly refines all those contracts calling this method. That is, by

refining one pure method, we can refine several contracts indi-

rectly at the same time. In the following, we refer to the refine-

ment of pure methods as pure-method refinement . Interestingly,

pure-method refinement enables contract composition by means

of traditional feature-oriented method composition and does not

require new language concepts nor new mechanisms for contract

composition. 

Example 12. In Listing 9 , we give an example of pure-method re-

finement in a feature-oriented database implementation for stu-

dent exams. Class ExamDatabase stores the results of student ex-

ams in array students , whereas a null -value refers to a free posi-

tion in the array. The method consistent checks whether all stu-

dents have at least zero points. The method validStudent is used

in the contract of method consistent and is refined by a class re-

finement of feature module BackOut ; this refinement allows stu-

dents to back out from an exam. Hence, the contract of method

consistent is refined by changing the body of method validStu-

dent . While our example just shows one method contract with one

pure-method call, in principle, a pure method could be called from
everal contracts and a contract may contain calls to several pure

ethods. 

Model methods represent an alternative to pure methods. A

odel method is a method introduced only for specification pur-

oses, can only be called within the specification, and is invisible

or the implementation ( Chalin et al., 2005; Hatcliff et al., 2012 ).

ith refining a model method, one also indirectly refines all con-

racts calling this it. Model methods come with the advantage of

ot requiring any specifications to be encoded into the underly-

ng programming language. In contrast, pure methods allow for

he same refinement to be made use of in specification and im-

lementation. Consequently, it depends on the situation whether

ure methods or model methods should be refined. Without loss

f generability, we focus exemplarily focus on pure-method refine-

ent in the following. 

All mechanisms discussed in Section 4 may or may not be en-

iched with pure-method refinement, resulting in twelve mech-

nisms overall. However, pure-method refinement unfortunately

reaks almost all aforementioned properties: preservation, idem-

otence, and commutativity. This is due to method refinement

e.g., in feature-oriented programming with keyword original ) be-

ng neither idempotent nor commutative ( Apel et al., 2010 ). In ad-

ition, contracts containing method calls may also be arbitrarily

hanged by means of refining pure methods. One necessarily buys

nto these issues when opting for pure-method refinement and,

herefore, has to carefully weigh the consequences. If the refine-

ent of pure-methods that are is forbidden, tools could check for

ossible violations. 
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.4. Class invariants 

Apart from method contracts, the design-by-contract paradigm

lso allows for defining conditions for classes by so-called class in-

ariant s. Depending on the visibility (i.e., public in JML) of a given

lass invariant, it applies to all methods with the same or higher

isibility ( Leavens and Müller, 2007 ). A class invariant is equivalent

o adding the same condition to all preconditions and postcondi-

ions of methods that it applies to. Except for inheritance hierar-

hies with unknown subclasses (i.e., all open, object-oriented sys-

ems), class invariants are often just syntactic sugar. For example,

n invariant defined for the class AbstractSet in the Java platform

annot be expressed by means of preconditions and postcondi-

ions, because we simply do not know all subclasses this invariant

pplies to. Nevertheless, for our discussion of the class-invariant

efinements, it is sufficient to consider them as syntactic sugar. 

For each of our six contract-composition mechanisms, we de-

ive a strategy for dealing with the refinement of class invariants.

n plain contracting, class invariants desugared into pre- and post-

onditions cannot be refined as because plain contracting prohibits

ny such refinement. In contrast, there are no concerns about ar-

itrarily refinements of class invariants in contract overriding or

xplicit contract refinement, as preconditions and postconditions

an be arbitrarily refined, too. Similar to preconditions and post-

onditions in explicit contract refinement, we can facilitate class-

nvariant refinement by introducing keyword original in invari-

nts. For conjunctive contract refinement and cumulative contract

efinement, invariants may also be changed arbitrarily. However,

or these two cases, refining a class invariant from i to i ′ requires

hat the postcondition i ′ ∧ i is satisfiable. For example, we cannot

efine an invariant by its negation. Otherwise, the postcondition

annot be fulfilled by any method implementation. In summary,

efinement of class invariants is possible for all mechanisms except

or plain contracting. 

A rather technical problem for the refinement of class invariants

s their lack of identifiers. We may define several invariants for one

lass without providing a unique name for them. Furthermore, in-

ariants are not assigned to a particular member of a class. In con-

rast, a method contract is always assigned to a particular method

hat can be uniquely identified by its fully qualified name. The

dentification problem of class invariants results from most con-

ract languages not being feature-ready : Apel et al. (2010) define

roperties a language must fulfil to apply feature-oriented compo-

ition. They discuss a similar problem with XML and the solution is

o simply introduce names by either extending the contemporary

anguage or by adding an overlaying module structure. 

However, a restrictive refinement of class invariants does not

equire a unique identification. That is, if an existing invariant is

efined by adding further terms in a conjunction, introducing a

ew invariant instead solves the issue. This solution works as mul-

iple invariants in a single class are syntactic sugar for a single in-

ariant being the conjunction of all of them. Hence, by adding new

nvariants in feature modules, one can implicitly refine invariants

n this restrictive way, which is similar to conjunctive contract re-

nement. By introducing invariants in feature modules, we achieve

ariable class invariants customizable by the feature selection. In

articular, an invariant defined in a certain feature module does

nly need to be established if the feature module is selected. We

efer again to Listings 4 and 7 , in which class invariants are intro-

uced in core features as well as optional features. 

. Tool support for specifying feature-oriented contracts 

So far, we have discussed numerous options for feature-

riented contract composition. This discussion included six mech-

nisms for contract composition, as well as design questions about
ow to deal with pure-method calls and class invariants. We aim

o answer remaining questions by means of an empirical investiga-

ion of product-line specifications in Section 8 . However, a compre-

ensive empirical investigation requires tool support for specifying

eature-oriented contracts and for their composition. In this sec-

ion, we describe the tool support that has been developed since

012. In Section 7.1 , we discuss our extensions to FeatureHouse , a

ool for feature-oriented composition with support for JML. Based

n our FeatureHouse extension, we implemented tool support in

clipse by extending FeatureIDE , which we present in Section 7.2 . 

.1. Automating contract composition with FeatureHouse 

The goal of feature-oriented contract composition is to define

eature-oriented contracts, which can be composed automatically

or a given configuration. Hence, tool support for feature-oriented

ontract composition must provide a language to define feature-

riented contracts and a composer taking feature-oriented con-

racts as input and returning the resulting contract. The compo-

ition of feature-oriented contracts should be automated, because

anual composition would need to be done whenever one of the

eature modules evolves. Manual composition, however, is a labo-

ious and error-prone task that may even lead to wrong results in

 subsequent verification of products. 

As we strive to build tool support for feature-oriented contracts

ased on existing tools , we aim to extend an existing language for

ethod contracts. We have chosen to extend JML, because many

erification tools are available for JML ( Burdy et al., 2005 ). Further-

ore, instead of building a new feature-module composer from

cratch, we rather extend an existing one; available composers are

eatureC++ ( Apel et al., 2005 ), AHEAD ( Batory, 2006 ), and Fea-

ureHouse ( Apel et al., 2013b ). While FeatureC++ only supports

he composition of feature modules written in a feature-oriented

xtension of C++, AHEAD and FeatureHouse support a variety of

rogramming languages. We decided to extend FeatureHouse as it

lready supports Java 1.5 and a new language can be integrated by

roviding a new grammar annotated with information about com-

osition rules ( Apel et al., 2013b ). 

We have developed a JML grammar according to the JML lan-

uage levels 0–3 ( Leavens et al., 2013 ) (i.e., from fundamental

eatures to exotic and often not so well understood features),

ased on the existing FeatureHouse grammar for Java 1.5. The six

ontract-composition mechanisms discussed in Section 4 are im-

lemented by means of a new command-line parameter of Fea-

ureHouse . That is, a user can choose one mechanism for a product

ine and then compose feature modules of selected features auto-

atically. The main part of this tool support was developed in the

ourse of a bachelor’s and a master’s thesis ( Benduhn, 2012; Bolle,

017 ). 

An interesting question to address in the evaluation is whether

everal mechanisms could be combined in a one hierarchy when

pecifying a single product line. Otherwise, a single method of a

roduct line may rule out certain composition mechanisms and

ertain preservation properties. By means of keywords, we can

hoose a contract-composition mechanism for each method individ-

ally. 

During implementation, we have had to make two design de-

isions, we briefly touch on in the following. First, we argue that

here is no need for separate keywords for contract overriding and

xplicit contract refinement. The difference of both is that explicit

ontract refinement allows for the usage of keyword original , but

here is no reason to forbid this keyword. Hence, explicit contract

efinement subsumes contract overriding as the developer may de-

ide to not use keyword original at his choice. Second, we decided

o set one mechanism as default to save effort when specifying key-

ords. We argue that this should be explicit contract refinement,
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Fig. 3. Overriding a contract-composition mechanism with another mechanism 

( Weigelt, 2013 ). 
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2 https://featureide.github.io/ . 
as it does not pose any restrictions on the possible method re-

finements in feature-oriented programming. In particular, it would

be counter-intuitive if the default in a specification technique in

feature-oriented programming is restrictive, while feature-oriented

programming is not. 

We propose the following contract-composition keywords for

the remaining mechanisms. The keyword for plain contracting

is final_contract , because the contract cannot be refined at all.

Similarly, we can forbid the refinement of a pure method with

the keyword final_method . The latter keyword may actually

also be applied to non-pure methods to indicate the developer

can rely on the method’s implementation independent of subse-

quent feature modules. For all remaining mechanisms we pro-

pose keywords based on their name: conjunctive_contract , cu-

mulati ve_contract , and consecuti ve_contract . We refer inter-

ested readers to a bachelor’s thesis ( Weigelt, 2013 ) providing more

details on the choice of the keywords. 

We propose to define contract-composition keywords at the

beginning of contracts. However, the ability of feature-oriented

programming for method refinement naturally raises the ques-

tion whether it should be possible to override contract-composition

keywords . With overriding, we could use different contract-

composition mechanisms for different refinements of the same

method. We illustrate the overriding of keywords in Fig. 3 . For

brevity, we assume an empty frame. Contract c 1 and c 2 are com-

posed using explicit contract refinement as no keyword is specified

in contract c 1 . Keyword consecutive_contract defined in contract

c 2 overrides the contract composition with consecutive contract re-

finement for later refinements (e.g., when applying the contract re-

finements c 3 and c 4 ). 

The overriding of contract-composition keywords provides

more flexibility for refinement, but may break preservation prop-

erties . For instance, consider a contract using consecutive contract

refinement that is then refined by one with explicit contract re-

finement. This overriding drops modular reasoning for method

callers, as later feature modules may completely replace existing

preconditions and postconditions. To prevent keyword overriding

from breaking preservation properties, we only permit overriding

if guarantees are preserved. 

We refer to the contract composition with the aforementioned

keywords and possible overridings as feature-oriented contract com-

position . With our extension to FeatureHouse , refinement is sup-

ported through any of the contract-composition mechanisms dis-

cussed in Section 4 and feature-oriented contract composition. 

7.2. Supporting feature-oriented contracts in FeatureIDE 

The command-line tool FeatureHouse has been integrated into

Eclipse in the FeatureIDE project ( Meinicke et al., 2017; Kästner

et al., 2009b ), together with several other product-line implemen-

tation tools. FeatureIDE is a framework for product-line imple-

mentation providing editors with syntax highlighting and content

assistants as well as views specific to feature-oriented program-

ming supporting the whole development process ( Meinicke et al.,

2017 ). We have integrated our extension of FeatureHouse into

FeatureIDE (a) to provide a convenient use of contracts for stu-

dent in lectures on product lines, (b) to ease the transfer of re-

search results to practice, and (c) to implement error reporting for

wrong usage of contracts based on the FeatureIDE infrastructure.
ur extensions are open-source and available as part of the Fea-

ureHouse and FeatureIDE projects. 2 

In our FeatureIDE extension, the contract-composition mecha-

isms can be chosen in the properties of Eclipse projects. More

pecifically, the Eclipse project needs to be a regular FeatureIDE

roject with FeatureHouse selected as the product-line generation

ool. A developer can change the contract-composition mechanism

or each project at any time of development, which is especially

seful to compare different approaches. In addition, several views

n FeatureIDE are extended to support contracts ( Proksch and

rüger, 2014 ). The outline view for feature-oriented Java files in-

icates which methods are specified by means of a contract. The

ollaboration diagram, a view giving an overview on all feature

odules and their mapping to classes, has options to show con-

racts or filter methods with contracts. Finally, the statistics view

howing metrics on FeatureIDE projects is enriched with several

etrics on contracts. 

. Empirical evaluation of feature-oriented contracts 

The above sections raise several research questions that we aim

o answer by means of an empirical evaluation. 

RQ-1 To what extent do feature modules require variability in

contracts and contract refinement? 

RQ-2 Are refinements of feature-oriented contracts typically

original-preserving, refinement-preserving, caller-preserving,

or callee-preserving? 

RQ-3 Which of the six contract-composition mechanism discussed

in Section 4 is superior to others in practice? 

RQ-4 What can we say about the granularity of contract re-

finements, which describes whether only the precondition,

the postcondition, the framing condition, or a combination

thereof are refined? 

e give on overview on the subject product lines in Section 8.1 .

n Section 8.2 , we share the insights gained with our case studies.

inally, we discuss possible threats to validity in Section 8.2 . 

.1. Case studies 

As we propose the concept of feature-oriented contracts, we

annot expect to find and study real product lines specified with

eature-oriented contracts. We used three strategies to create prod-

ct lines with feature-oriented contracts. First, we implemented

roduct lines and feature-oriented contracts from scratch. Second,

e decomposed existing, object-oriented programs, which were

ormally verified before, including their contracts into a product

ine. That is, we identified features of the program and separated

hem into feature modules. Third, we specified existing product

ines with feature-oriented contracts. Each of these creation strate-

ies is a typical application scenario of employing feature-oriented

ontracts and may impose different requirements for contract-

omposition mechanisms. 

The rationale behind developing product lines from scratch is

hat a given language for contracts may impose restrictions on

he design. However, when developing a feature-oriented program

rom scratch, we can try to come up with a design that fits

he language. In the end, we know whether a certain contract-

omposition mechanism is feasible when building modules and

heir contracts from scratch. Overall, we have implemented and

pecified five feature-oriented product lines, which consist of data

tructures ( IntegerList ), algorithms ( UnionFind, StringMatcher ), and

ombinations thereof ( BankAccount, GPL-scratch ). 

https://featureide.github.io/
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4 
When decomposing existing programs with contracts into feature

odules, we benefit already available rich specifications from ex-

sting software. Thus, it is possible to evaluate whether such spec-

fications can be decomposed into features by means of a given

ontract-composition mechanism. We have used this approach for

ariational data structures ( IntegerSet, Numbers ), libraries ( DiGraph,

xamDB ), and stand-alone systems ( Paycard, Poker ). 

Existing feature-oriented systems , in which contracts have not

een specified during development, may require certain kinds of

ariability that are not supported by some contract-composition

echanisms. With the other two approaches, we might miss such

ituations, because specifications are considered from early on.

y developing contracts for existing modules, we evaluate how

ontract-composition mechanisms can be used to specify systems

ith typical variability characteristics. We have enriched existing

eature-oriented systems with contracts, such as a library ( GPL ) and

tand-alone systems ( Elevator, Email ). For product lines Elevator and

mail , we formalized existing informal specifications in JML. For

roduct line GPL , we specified contracts based on the existing de-

ign and domain knowledge. 

In total, we conducted 14 case studies with a different product

ine each. According to our above mentioned tool support, all stud-

ed product lines are implemented in feature modules based on

ava and feature-oriented contracts based on JML, but we expect

imilar results for other object-oriented languages and contract-

ased specification languages. As our work focuses on specification ,

he primary goal was not to make contracts strong enough to facil-

tate a full verification. Nevertheless, two product lines have been

ully verified through static verification. For most of the other case

tudies, feature-oriented contracts serve documentation purposes.

ll 14 subject product lines are publicly available through the ex-

mple wizard in FeatureIDE. 3 

.2. Results and insights 

In the following, we share our results of our case studies and

ained insights. First, we aim to answer to which extent feature-

riented contracts are variable and whether contract refinement is

ctually needed ( RQ-1 ). Then, we discuss which contract preser-

ation properties are established by the contract refinements in

ur subject product lines ( RQ-2 and RQ-3 ). Finally, we discuss how

ne-grained typical contract refinements are and the consequences

f granularity that we experienced ( RQ-4 ). 

ariability in Contracts. We proposed feature-oriented contracts as

 means to define variable product-line specifications. However,

t is unclear to what extent typical feature-oriented contracts are

ariable. In particular, while our tool support makes possible the

utomatic generation of contracts for each product, the question

rises whether these product specifications actually differ from

ach other. No differences would occur if all contracts and invari-

nts are defined in feature modules that do belong to core fea-

ures (for short core contracts and core invariants ). After creating

he subject product lines, we counted the number of method con-

racts and class invariants defined in core features and the overall

umber of contracts. 

In Fig. 4 , we display the percentages of core contracts and core

nvariants compared to all contracts and invariants, respectively.

issing numbers for some product lines indicate that invariants

ere not existent and thus the percentage is undefined (due to

ivision by zero). Every product line contains contracts that are

ot defined in core features. Except for product line DiGraph , ev-

ry product line with invariants also contains invariants not de-
3 https://featureide.github.io/ . 

l

a

w

ned in core features. That is, the generated specification is typi-

ally similar between products, but not identical. In particular, for

he product lines Elevator and Email there are products that do not

hare any specifications, because they do neither contain core con-

racts nor core invariants. The average over all product lines is that

9% are core contracts and 54% are core invariants, but we expect

maller percentages for larger product lines. 4 

We can define a specification for a particular product line that

s assumed to hold for all products, called family-wide specifica-

ion ( Thüm et al., 2014 ). Our case studies, however, indicate that

amily-wide specifications are not feasible, at least when specify-

ng product lines by means of contracts. Hence, it seems that the

ode-level specification of variable code requires variable specifi-

ations, which are supported by all contract-composition mecha-

isms discussed above. Even with plain contracting we can intro-

uce contracts in optional feature modules to create variation in

pecifications. 

Nevertheless, we may define a family-wide specification by

eans of feature-oriented contracts. That is, we can decompose

 family-wide specification into several feature modules belonging

o core features. Indeed, such a decomposition has been done in

roduct line Poker . In Fig. 5 , we show an excerpt of the collab-

ration diagram, in which product-line specifications common to

ll products are split up to three core features. Reasons for such a

ecomposition are manifold. For example, the decomposition sep-

rates concerns that different developers need to consider during

volution. In this sense, feature-oriented contracts are more gen-

ral than defining contracts that all products must establish. 

We may raise a similar research question, namely whether

e need to explicitly define the behavior of feature combina-

ions or whether we can define the intended behavior of a prod-

ct line by specifying each feature in isolation. Our results are

n line with previous research ( Apel et al., 2013c ) and indicate

hat the former approach (i.e., family-wide specification) is not

nough, whereas the latter approach (i.e., feature-based specifica-

ion) indeed suffices. This question resembles the question whether

roduct lines can be implemented by means of feature modules.
We compute all average values by computing the percentage of each product 

ine and then calculating the average. That is, we do not sum up the values of 

ll product lines and then calculate the average, because then larger product lines 

ould have more influence on the result. 

https://featureide.github.io/
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Fig. 5. Collaboration diagram showing all core contracts and core invariants of product line Poker . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. The derivative modules of product line ExamDB cover all combinations of 

the optional features BonusPoints, BackOut , and Statistics . 
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Liu et al. (2006) experienced that implementing a feature module

for each feature has not been sufficient when they decomposed a

legacy system into a product line, but they can easily be enriched

by additional derivative modules (a.k.a. lifters ( Prehofer, 1997 )). A

derivative module is a feature module that is added whenever two

or more specific features are chosen. 

In our case studies, we made similar experiences when decom-

posing contracts into feature-oriented contracts. For almost all pro-

grams that we migrated to a product line, we were able to specify

all contract refinements by means of contract-composition mech-

anisms as discussed in Section 4 – without a need for derivative

modules. 

As an exception, massive use of derivative modules turned out

to be necessary for product line ExamDB . In fact, we had to create

all theoretically possible derivative modules. For one core feature

and three independent-optional features, we had to create three

second-order derivatives and one third-order derivative (cf. Fig. 6 ).

We discuss the reason and possible solutions below. For creation

strategies beyond migration (i.e., development from scratch and

specification of existing product lines), we only needed derivatives

in GPL . However, GPL already contained ten derivatives for imple-

mentation purposes and specifying the product line with feature-

oriented contracts did not require further derivatives. Overall, our

experience is that feature-based specification is sufficient, because

derivative modules could be completely avoided in our case studies

by choosing a feasible contract-composition mechanism for each

product line. 

The Need for Contract Refinement. Although we have seen that

feature-oriented contracts are variable to a large extent, this does

not necessarily mean that there is a need for contract refinement.

A method with a contract that is introduced in an optional fea-

ture is variable (i.e., not part of all products), even if never re-

fined. Thus, it is questionable whether there is a need for contract-

composition mechanisms that allow programmers to refine exist-

ing contracts (i.e., all mechanisms except plain contracting). 

In Fig. 7 , we show the percentage of contract refinements with

respect to the overall number of contracts. We discover that be-

tween 0% and 86% of all contracts refine another contract in at

least one product. No contract refinements were necessary only

for DiGraph and IntegerSet . Product line DiGraph does not contain

a single method refinement that could have required contract re-
nement. In other words, the features chosen for decomposition

o not cross-cut method implementations. Nevertheless, method

nd contract refinement could be necessary when extracting fur-

her features or extending DiGraph with new features. The product

ine IntegerSet contains several method refinements that all adhere

o the initially introduced contract. Leaving this exception aside, all

ther product lines contain contract refinements. Hence, plain con-

racting is only applicable to all contracts in product lines DiGraph

nd IntegerSet . 

In our subject product lines, several methods do have differ-

nt contracts in different products. However, contract refinement

s not the only option to achieve different contracts for the very

ame method; we experienced alternative introductions of con-
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5 Our definitions of preservation properties are based on the composition of two 

contracts. However, in some case the same contract refinement established different 

properties in different products. We count only preservation properties if they are 

established by a contract refinement in all products. 
racts in three product lines, namely GPL-scratch, IntegerSet , and

PL . Interestingly, the three product lines have been created by

eans of a different strategy each (i.e., product line developed

rom scratch, specified program migrated to a product line, and

pecification of an existing product line). Hence, alternative con-

ract introductions are not only caused by an existing program or

roduct-line design. Based on Fig. 7 , we make two observations.

irst, in product line IntegerSet all differing contracts are due to al-

ernative contract introductions (i.e., there are no contract refine-

ents). Second, in product line GPL more than half of the con-

racts are introduced in alternative features. Consequently, each

ontract-composition mechanism should also come with a strategy

o deal with alternative contract introductions. Disallowing alterna-

ive contract introductions completely does not seem to be a valid

ption according to our experience with these case studies. 

As previously discussed, not all method refinements require

ontract refinements. That is, even though the implementation of

 method is refined, the resulting method still adheres to the orig-

nal contract (cf. plain contracting in Section 4.1 ). In Fig. 8 , we il-

ustrate the percentage of method refinements that require the re-

nement of contracts and also that additionally require the refine-

ent of the frame. Similarly, we illustrate the percentage of alter-

ative method introductions that require alternative contract in-
roductions. Missing bars indicate that the product line does not

ontain method refinements or alternative method introductions

i.e., the percentage is undefined). The percentages range from 0%

o 100% over all product lines. On the one hand, as indicated above,

roduct line IntegerSet has method refinements, but no contract re-

nements. On the other hand, all method refinements of product

ines BankAccount, GPL-scratch , and StringMatcher require contract

efinements. Similarly, product line Poker has alternative method

ntroductions but no alternative contract introductions, whereas

n product line GPL-scratch every alternative method introductions

s specified by means of an alternative contract. In average over

ll product lines, 47% of the method refinements require contract

efinements (i.e., plain contracting is sufficient for 53% of them),

nd 50% of the alternative method introductions require alternative

ontracts. Only product lines BankAccount, Paycard, Poker, Elevator ,

nd GPL require frame refinements , ranging from 17% ( Elevator ) to

00% ( BankAccount, Paycard ). In summary, only 11 out of 60 con-

ract refinements in total modified the framing condition. 

In contrast to method contracts, alternative introductions and

efinements of class invariants were not needed in our case stud-

es. However, there was an interesting case when decomposing Ex-

mDB into a product line, which is shown in Listing 10 . The origi-

al source code contained a large invariant that we had to decom-

ose to the feature modules ExamDB and BonusPoints . We decided

o decompose them into two because the field bonusPoints was

oved to feature module BonusPoints , and thus the reference to

he field within the invariant had to be moved accordingly. Oth-

rwise, the absence of feature BonusPoints would have resulted in

 dangling method reference in JML. In this case, fortunately, we

ould decompose the original invariant into two invariants. Hence,

he refinement of invariants was not necessary. Nevertheless, other

roduct lines may actually require invariant refinements. 

ontract Preservation. In Section 5.1 , we discussed several preser-

ation properties that contract composition may establish. In the

rst diagram of Fig. 9 , we show to which extent contract re-

nements preserve preservation properties. 5 Each bar may reach

00% for each property. On average, the majority of contract re-

nements are original-caller-preserving (47%) or refinement-caller-

reserving (32%). Only a small portion of all contract refine-

ents are refinement-callee-preserving (25%) or original-callee-

reserving (13%). Many contract refinements do not preserve any

f these four properties (40%). In total, seven product lines con-

ain contract refinements without preservation properties, namely

ankAccount, GPL-scratch, ExamDB, Paycard, Poker , and Numbers . In-

erestingly, except for GPL-scratch and ExamDB , all contract refine-

ents in the remaining product lines without preservation prop-

rties were due to the framing conditions. For an example of such

ontract refinements, we refer again to Listing 7 . In this example,

recondition and postcondition are strengthened at the same time

sing conjunctive contract refinement. 

In the second diagram of Fig. 9 , we show the percentage of con-

ract refinements that adhere to the fundamental preservation op-

ions discussed in Section 5.2 . The majority of all contract refine-

ents do not establish any of the four fundamental options (62%).

ith respect to the discussed properties, the majority of contract

efinements are caller-preserving (27%). Callee-preserving (12%),

efinement-preserving (8%), and original-preserving (3%) contract 

efinements are rather rare. Original-preserving contract refine-

ents only occur in product line GPL . The product line requires

ne as a method with its contract is introduced in an optional
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Listing 10. Decomposition of a class invariant for product line ExamDB . 
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Fig. 10. Applicability of contract-composition mechanisms. 
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feature. Even though the contract refinement establishes the same

contract, the contract has to be cloned. Otherwise the method

would have no contract in those products that do not contain the

optional contract introduction. Those original-preserving contract

refinements could be avoided by changing the design of the prod-

uct line (i.e., introducing a new feature module for the contract

introduction). This insight justifies our strategy to specify an ex-

isting product line, because an existing product-line design was

given, and it could have remained unnoticed with the other two

strategies. 

Overall, we observe that caller-preserving mechanisms, such as

consecutive contract refinement and cumulative contract refine-

ment, are suitable for a quarter of all contract refinements. For

all other contract refinements, explicit contract refinement can be

used, which does not establish any preservation properties. One

may also use a callee-preserving mechanism for some contract re-
nements, which, however, was not part of our previous discus-

ion. In Fig. 10 , we show the percentage of contract refinements

hat can be expressed with each contract-composition mechanism.

e counted contract overriding as applicable to contract refine-

ents if explicit contract refinement was applicable and keyword

riginal was not used. Furthermore, we counted mechanisms only

s applicable if there was no other mechanism that could be used

nd avoided more specification clones. 

Most contract refinements can be expressed with explicit con-

ract refinement (87% on average), followed by consecutive con-

ract refinement (58%). In comparison, conjunctive contract refine-

ent (32%) and cumulative contract refinement (23%) are seldom
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Fig. 11. Applicability of contract-composition mechanisms using data groups instead 

of the frame cut. 
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Fig. 12. The granularity of contract refinements in all product lines. 
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pplicable because their frame-cut definitions are seemingly re-

trictive. In Fig. 11 , we depict an alternative approach to the frame

ut by relying on data groups ( Leino, 1998 ). A data group is a

et of locations and has a name that can be used as an alias in

he framing condition. Classes can then add new locations to the

ata group (i.e., the data group hides location details), whereas the

raming condition is identical in original and refining contract and,

s such, does not need to be refined. With data groups, conjunctive

ontract refinement is applicable in 57% and cumulative contract

efinement is applicable in 45% of all contract refinements. 

Only every third contract refinement can be expressed with

ontract overriding (32%). In particular, explicit contract refine-

ent is applicable in 55% of the contract refinements by taking

dvantage of keyword original and 21% without keyword origi-

al (i.e., contract overriding). The experience with our case studies

onfirms our suspicion that contract overriding is superseded by

xplicit contract overriding. Similarly, there was not a single con-

ract refinement to which cumulative contract refinement is ap-

licable, while consecutive contract refinement is not applicable.

ence, our case studies suggest that contract overriding and cu-

ulative contract refinement are not needed. Each case in which a

ethod refinement does not require a contract refinement can be

onsidered as original-preserving (cf. Fig. 8 ), and, thus, plain con-

racting can be applied. 

ranularity of Contract Refinement. Addressing RQ-4 , a further in-

eresting property of contract refinement is granularity. Granular-

ty describes whether only a precondition, only a postcondition,

nly a framing condition, or a combination thereof are refined. In

ig. 12 , we give an overview on the granularity for the contract

efinements in our subject product lines. 6 Most contract refine-

ents only changed the postcondition while the precondition re-

ained unchanged (60% of contract refinements on average over

ll product lines). In contrast, sole refinement of a precondition

as rather rare (11%). Contract refinements that refine precondi-

ion and postcondition only occurred in product line GPL-scratch

nd seem to be rather atypical. The likeliest explanation for this

nomaly is GPL-scratch ’s explicit design goal to show the power of

ontract-composition mechanisms. Interestingly, frame refinement 

nly occurs together with the refinement of the postcondition and,

hen it occurs, the frame never shrinks. We assume the cause to
6 As mentioned above, product line GPL contains identical contracts in contract 

efinements due to optional contract introductions. 

s  

e  

m  

H  
e that postconditions typically describe what happens to fields

ewly added to the frame. 

The rare occurrence of simultaneous refinement of precondi-

ion and postcondition is rather surprising to us and does have

onsequences that we have not anticipated in our previous discus-

ion: First, when refining only the postcondition conjunctive con-

ract refinement, cumulative contract refinement, and consecutive

ontract refinement collapse to the same semantics (i.e., postcon-

itions are connected in a conjunction). Second, when only refin-

ng a precondition cumulative contract refinement and consecutive

ontract refinement collapse to the same semantics (i.e., precon-

itions are connected in a disjunction). Finally, it is relevant how

ontract-composition mechanisms deal with contract refinements

n which either precondition or postcondition is refined. In par-

icular, we found that conjunctive contract refinement can avoid

loning unchanged preconditions compared to cumulative contract

efinement or consecutive contract refinement. We give an exam-

le of such cloning in Listing 11 . The precondition has to be cloned,

ecause non-existent preconditions are treated as requires true

nd the composition with the original precondition by means of

 disjunction would invalidate all existing preconditions. However,

t seems more reasonable to treat non-existent preconditions and

ostconditions in contract refinements of all contract-composition

echanisms as requires original and ensures original instead,

hich is similar to the treatment of empty contracts. 

We noticed that specification clones were especially a problem

n those product lines, in which only a part of a precondition or

ostcondition was refined. These product lines include GPL-scratch,

tringMatcher, ExamDB , and Numbers (cf. Fig. 12 ). For instance, in

roduct line ExamDB , we had to clone and adapt contracts for all

ontract refinements, because they required fine-granular changes.

ll discussed mechanisms for contract composition only enable the

euse of complete preconditions and postconditions. Even worse,

e had to create many derivative contracts due to the cloning; for

our contract refinements in regular feature modules, we had to

reate 11 additional contract refinements in four derivatives mod-

les. These derivative contracts massively aggravated the cloning.

owever, we found an elegant solution that avoids all clones and

ll derivatives based on pure-method refinement. We refer again to

isting 9 , which is an excerpt of product line ExamDB illustrating

he solution. Overall, we introduced two pure methods called from

everal contracts and refined the pure methods instead of refining

ach contract explicitly. Alternatively, we could have used model

ethods, but opted for pure methods to reduce code clones, too.

ence, pure methods and model methods appear to be especially
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Listing 11. Consecutive contract refinement in product line Email requires cloning 

of preconditions. 
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suited for fine-grained contract refinements. At the same time, it

is possible to reduce accidental contract refinements by using key-

word final_method for all pure methods that are not supposed to

be refined. 

Furthermore, we experienced several specification clones in al-

ternative contract introductions. However, only a small percent-

age of them actually contain fine-granular differences, which could

be avoided by means of pure methods and model methods. The

majority of these alternative contract introductions were identical

clones. We experienced the relevance of this problem especially in

product line GPL , in which more than half of the contracts are in-

troduced in alternative features and cloned (cf. Fig. 7 ). To resolve

this issue, one may specify affected contracts in another feature

module, which is available whenever one of the alternative fea-

tures is available. This solution could, of course, require to create a

new feature module only for contracts. One may also more system-

atically investigate how contracts for alternative features should be

specified in general, something we only superficially touched on in

our previous discussion. 

8.3. Threats to Validity 

Our case studies and results depend on several threats to valid-

ity that we aim to discuss in the following. 
The subject product lines we analyzed may not be representa-

ive of real-world product lines. First, most of our subjects are sig-

ificantly smaller than industrial product lines. We tried to over-

ome this threat by including also larger product lines such as

PL with 27 features and 110 contracts. Second, our product lines

ay not be representative even for small, industrial product lines.

o reduce this threat, our subject product lines include several

omains, variable algorithms as well as variable data structures,

nd used three strategies to create product lines with feature-

riented contracts, which should cover all typical application sce-

arios for the creation of product-line specifications. Furthermore,

he subject product lines have been created by several graduate

nd undergraduate students to reduce subjectivity (cf. Chapter A

n Thüm, 2015 ). 

The results of our case studies may depend on the purpose of

pecifying a product line with contracts. Typically, the main pur-

ose of specifying contracts is static verification. Nevertheless, only

he product lines BankAccount and StringMatcher have been fully

erified. All programs with contracts that we decomposed into a

roduct line were said to be verified prior to our decomposition.

ence, it is conceivable they still contain defects with respect to

ariability, but we do not expect their fixing to heavily impact

ur statistics on contracts and their refinements. For all remain-

ng product lines, contracts were created for documentation only.

owever, developing contracts for an existing product-line design

s not straightforward, as we had to recover the implicit assump-

ions that the programmer could have had in mind. Nevertheless,

ith all three strategies for the creation of subject product lines,

e achieved similar results. 

A further influence on our results might be that the case stud-

es have been applied between 2010 and 2017, some even before

e started to systematically discuss contract-composition mecha-

isms. That is, the product lines IntegerList and an initial version of

ankAccount have been developed while creating a new contract-

omposition mechanism that fits the needs of the product line

 Scholz et al., 2011; Thüm et al., 2011 ). However, both product lines

ave led to similar statistics as other product lines. In particular, by

eans of manual inspections and validations by several authors,

e have retrieved statistics on all product lines at the same time

o mitigate threats due to different knowledge on contract compo-

ition. 

. Related work 

In the following, we discuss the roots of feature-oriented con-

racts and differences to prior work on contract composition. 

ontracts in Feature-Oriented Programming. We proposed a combi-

ation of design by contract and feature-oriented programming.

evertheless, initial ideas have been discussed in the literature

ong ago. Helm et al. (1990) proposed contracts to model collab-

rations of classes, although their understanding of contracts has

ot much in common with contracts as proposed by Meyer (1988) .

ezini and Lieberherr (1998) compare adaptive plug and play

omponents, which are similar to feature modules, with those col-

aborative contracts and rather see both as alternative approaches.

atory et al. (20 0 0) were the first proposing to combine fea-

ure modules and contracts, but they have not investigated the

ombination. Agostinho et al. (2008) and Smaragdakis and Ba-

ory (2002) argue that behavioral subtyping does not apply to

ixin-like refinements. Our experience with case studies generally

upports their claim, but, in most cases, behavioral subtyping is

till applicable. 

In earlier work, we started to investigate contracts for feature

odules with the purpose of product-line verification ( Thüm et al.,

011; Scholz et al., 2011 ). However, the verification techniques
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equired a contract-composition mechanism to compose feature-

riented contracts into product specifications. Regarding the sub-

ect product lines, we relied on cumulative contract refinement

 Scholz et al., 2011 ) and contract overriding ( Thüm et al., 2011 ).

ith the insights of the previous section, we know that consec-

tive contract refinement and explicit contract refinement should

ave been used instead. 

ontracts for Mixins. Mulet et al. (1995) were the first to dis-

uss contracts in the context of metaobjects and mixins. They

eem to assume that contracts of each metaobject must be es-

ablished by all mixins, which is similar to plain contracting.

indler and Felleisen (2002) apply contracts to higher-order func-

ions. One such a higher-order function is a mixin, which con-

umes a class and produces a new class by adding and refining

ethods. They do not discuss whether mixins may introduce con-

racts or refine existing ones. Yet, they propose dependent con-

racts which may solve some problems with specification clones

imilar to pure-method refinement and model-method refinement.

trickland and Felleisen (2010) extend this work by proposing con-

ract composition for first-class classes (a generalization of mix-

ns and traits) in the functional language Racket. The main dif-

erence to our work is a reverse control of contracts: a mixin

an decide whether it establishes behavioral subtyping with re-

pect to its superclass, whereas our keywords in feature-oriented

ontracts specify the expected behavior of later feature modules.

heir mechanism for contract composition is similar to explicit

ontract refinement. Instead of referring to the original precondi-

ion and postcondition, they enable the reuse of complete con-

racts (i.e., even those defined for other methods). Hence, as al-

ost all of our contract refinements only refine the postcondition,

heir approach would have required to completely clone the pre-

ondition in each case. Strickland et al. (2013) provide a formal

odel, soundness proofs, and an evaluation of contracts for first-

lass classes. Takikawa et al. (2012) use contracts to implement a

tatic type system for the dynamically-typed language Racket, but

o not discuss how contracts are composed for mixins. 

ontracts in Delta-Oriented Programming. Contracts have also

een proposed for delta-oriented programming, which is sim-

lar to feature-oriented programming; delta modules are basi-

ally feature modules that can also remove classes and mem-

ers ( Schaefer et al., 2010 ). Bruns et al. (2011) propose a

echanism analog to contract overriding in feature modules,

ut also permit the removal of contracts in delta modules.

amiani et al. (2012) define contracts similar to explicit contract

efinement. However, their contracts can reference preconditions

nd postconditions of any other contract by means of uninter-

reted assertions. These uninterpreted assertions can be seen as

 generalization of keyword original , with which only the con-

ract being subject to refinement can be referenced. With the ab-

tract behavioral specification (ABS) language, Hähnle and Schae-

er (2012) propose a language that amounts to cumulative con-

ract refinement for delta modules, whereas the composition is

echnically implemented by means of a restricted form of explicit

ontract refinement. Hähnle et al. (2013) propose a form of ex-

licit contract refinement that supports to add, modify, and re-

ove preconditions, postconditions, assignable clauses, and specifi-

ation cases. According to our evaluation results, a single contract-

omposition mechanism is usually not sufficient and instead sev-

ral mechanisms should be combined when specifying a product

ine. 

ontracts in Aspect-Oriented Programming. Aspect-oriented pro-

ramming aims to modularize homogeneous cross-cutting con-

erns, whereas feature-oriented programming focuses on hetero-
eneous cross-cutting concerns ( Apel et al., 2013a ). Nevertheless,

he aspect-oriented around advice can be considered equivalent

o feature-oriented method refinement ( Apel et al., 2008 ). Aspects

ave been specified by means of contracts similar to plain con-

racting ( Clifton and Leavens, 2002; Clifton, 2005; Lorenz and Sko-

iniotis, 2005; Shinotsuka et al., 2006; Molderez and Janssens,

015 ), contract overriding ( Zhao and Rinard, 2003; Lorenz and

kotiniotis, 20 05; Wampler, 20 07; Agostinho et al., 20 08 ), explicit

ontract refinement ( Molderez and Janssens, 2015 ), and conjunc-

ive contract refinement ( Klaeren et al., 2001; Clifton and Leav-

ns, 2002; Clifton, 2005; Rebêlo et al., 2013a ). Unlike us, some

f these approaches ( Zhao and Rinard, 2003; Lorenz and Skotin-

otis, 2005; Agostinho et al., 2008; Molderez and Janssens, 2015 )

nalyze the contracts of each method in a refinement chain and

ot only the resulting contract for the last method refinement.

n aspect-oriented programming, the considered variability is typi-

ally limited to two products: the base application without aspects

nd the base application with all aspects. As discussed above, all

pproaches applying contract overriding ( Zhao and Rinard, 2003;

orenz and Skotiniotis, 20 05; Wampler, 20 07; Agostinho et al.,

008 ) suffer from the problem of specification clones. 

Clifton and Leavens (2002) classify aspects into observers and

ssistants . An observer or spectator ( Clifton, 2005 ) is supposed to

dhere to contracts of methods it advises, and thus is similar to

lain contracting. Specifications of assistants are composed similar

o conjunctive contract refinement. In contrast to our definition,

he effective assignable clause is the union of all assignable clauses

efined for that method and its pieces of advice. 

Zhao and Rinard (2003) specify AspectJ programs in Pipa and

ranslate them into Java programs with JML annotations. With Pipa,

hey introduce two new keywords to JML; keyword proceeds indi-

ates whether the advised method is executed or not, and keyword

hen separates the contract of before advice from that of after ad-

ice. A difference with respect to invariants is that their invariants

efined in an aspect specify the state of this aspect only, whereas

nvariants in feature modules are added directly to classes. 

Lorenz and Skotiniotis (2005) propose to check advice contracts

y means of runtime assertion checking. Similar to our mecha-

isms, they propose three categories of aspects with an accord-

ng runtime assertion strategy each: agnostic and obedient similar

o plain contracting and rebellious similar to contract overriding.

he difference between agnostic and obedient is that in an agnos-

ic advice the precondition and postcondition of the original con-

ract are checked before and after the proceed call, respectively.

orenz and Skotiniotis (2005) discuss blame assignment not only

or callers and callees, but for the original method, the advice,

nd the aspect, whereas for obedient pieces of advice the original

ethod cannot be blamed. In rebellious pieces of advice, precondi-

ions may only be weakened and postconditions only be strength-

ned, which is also known as the advice substitution principle

 Wampler, 20 07; Agostinho et al., 20 08; Molderez and Janssens,

012 ). Wampler (2007) argues that most aspects adhere to the ad-

ice substitution principle, which is supported by our empirical in-

estigation on feature-oriented contracts. 

Molderez and Janssens (2012) propose ContractAJ, in which as-

ects have to adhere to the advice substitution principle. How-

ver, in follow-up work ( Molderez and Janssens, 2015 ), they

dapted ContractAJ to support two contract-composition mecha-

isms, which are similar to plain contracting and explicit contract

efinement. To maintain modular reasoning, they propose to ex-

licitly mention all pieces of advice that do not adhere to the ad-

ice substitution principle with keyword @advisedBy . Their key-

ord proc is similar to keyword original and is actually the first

ime that previous contracts can be referenced explicitly in aspect-

riented programming. However, all pieces of advice not men-

ioned in @advisedBy clause are oblivious to each other, and thus
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they may define a new contract but no other aspect can rely on

it. In contrast, when composing contracts with any of our mecha-

nisms, callers can rely on changed contracts. 

There are several further approaches combining contracts with

aspect-oriented programming ( Griswold et al., 2006; Rebêlo et al.,

20 08a, 20 08b; Rebêlo et al., 2011; Rebêlo et al., 2013a; 2013b; Re-

bêlo et al., 2014 ). However, these approaches consider contracts

as crosscutting concerns that must be modularized by means of

aspects, which initiated a controversial discussion on whether as-

pects are suitable for implementing contracts ( Balzer et al., 2006;

Rebêlo et al., 2014 ). 

Besides contracts, Katz (2006) proposes to distinguish cate-

gories of aspects that have different temporal properties. First,

spectative pieces of advice establish all temporal properties of the

base application except for next state properties. Second, regula-

tive pieces of advice establish only safety properties except for

next state properties. Roughly speaking, spectative corresponds to

plain contracting and regulative is orthogonal to our contract-

composition mechanisms. That is, while we focus on input-output

behavior only, one could extend our taxonomy and mechanisms to

also preserve temporal properties. 

Contracts in Object-Oriented Programming. For object-oriented pro-

gramming, several versions of behavioral subtyping and specifica-

tion inheritance have been proposed ( Meyer, 1988; America, 1991;

Findler et al., 2001; Liskov and Wing, 1994; Dhara and Leav-

ens, 1996; Hatcliff et al., 2012 ), whereas newer versions are usu-

ally supposed to completely replace older ones. With cumulative

contract refinement and consecutive contract refinement, we dis-

cussed two mechanisms being similar to subcontracting as pro-

posed by Meyer (1988) and specification inheritance as proposed

by Dhara and Leavens (1996) , respectively. For feature-oriented

contracts, our case studies revealed that consecutive contract re-

finement supersedes cumulative contract refinement, which could

indicate that specification inheritance supersedes subcontracting,

too. The main difference to our work is that we allow program-

mers to use several mechanisms, because consecutive contract re-

finement does not apply to all feature-oriented contracts. Similarly,

not all subclasses are necessarily behavioral subtypes, which is es-

pecially challenging when specifying existing designs posterior; ei-

ther we cannot specify all properties of superclasses or we must

change the design. Thus, having the option to use several contract-

composition mechanisms could also be beneficial for object ori-

entation. Interestingly, America (1991) already proposed to distin-

guish between inheritance for code reuse and actual behavioral

subtypes, but unfortunately his idea is not implemented in today’s

behavioral interface specification languages such as Eiffel, JML, and

Spec#. Even if not establishing any of the preservation properties

discussed above, conjunctive contract refinement is also applied to

object orientation in the runtime assertion checker JMSAssert . 7 

The open-closed principle in object-oriented programming states

that classes and methods should be open for extension, but closed

for modification ( Meyer, 1988 ). As feature-oriented programming

is an extension of object-oriented programming, inheritance can

be used in feature modules to implement the open-closed prin-

ciple. However, in our experience, feature-oriented method re-

finement requires modification rather than extension in some

cases. The discussed contract-composition mechanisms are all

open for extension using inheritance, but differ to the extent to

which modifications using method refinement are possible. While

feature-oriented programming is permissive regarding modifica-

tion, we found contract-composition mechanisms such as consec-

utive contract refinement are useful to restrict possible modifica-
7 http://www.mmsindia.com/DBCForJava.html . 

m

 

t  
ions. Contract-composition mechanisms can be used to adjust the

egree of openness at a fine grain, such that some methods are

pen for some modifications. 

roduct-Line Specification with Contracts. Several other researchers

roposed product-line specification by means of contracts for vari-

us applications, such as feature-model analysis ( Bubel et al., 2010;

hanoui and Asri, 2014 ), analysis of service-oriented product lines

 Lee et al., 2008 ) and multi product lines ( Schröter et al., 2013 ),

s well as test generation for product lines ( Bashardoust-Tajali and

orriveau, 2008 ) and specification of non-functional properties

 Rhanoui and Asri, 2014 ). However, they do not systematically dis-

uss advantages and disadvantages of mechanisms for specifying

roduct lines by means of contracts. 

For product-line development, Kästner et al. (2011) distinguish

etween open-world view and closed-world view . In a closed-world

iew, we know all feature modules when reasoning about them,

hereas, in an open-world view, feature modules may be added

hat are unknown. In an open-world view, we need to reason about

 set of feature modules without knowing all possible feature

odules. In particular, Smaragdakis and Batory (2002) argue that

eature-oriented programming is difficult to use in open, collab-

rative developments. However, the contract-composition mecha-

isms we have presented (e.g., consecutive contract refinement)

ay be used to facilitate reasoning for feature-oriented program-

ing even in an open-world view. That is, we can assign contract-

omposition keywords to certain methods to enable modular rea-

oning. 

roduct-Line Verification with Contracts. Several researchers in-

estigated contracts for product-line verification, whereas

ll approaches are based on theorem proving and model

hecking ( Thüm et al., 2014 ). Bruns et al. (2011) and

ähnle et al. (2013) propose optimized product-based the-

rem proving based on KeY. Bruns et al. (2011) reduce the

ffort f or product s by means of slicing techniques, whereas

ähnle et al. (2013) split product verification into a first phase

ith abstract contracts and a second phase with concrete con-

racts. With proof composition, we presented another technique

or proof reuse ( Thüm et al., 2011 ). Instead of searching for reuse

otential after product generation, we systematically compose par-

ial proofs defined for each feature. Damiani et al. (2012) discuss

eature-product-based theorem proving. The difference to proof

omposition is that features are verified by means of uninterpreted

ssertions. Proofs that could not be closed in the feature-based

hase, are proven for each product separately. In contrast to proof

omposition, the product-based phase is likely to require user

nteraction. Hähnle and Schaefer (2012) propose feature-family-

ased theorem proving, in which features are verified in isolation

nd then their valid combinations are verified in a family-based

ashion. The advantage of their approach over variability encoding

s that part of the verification problem is already solved at feature

evel. 

0. Conclusion 

The goal of this work was to systematically investigate how

o specify product lines, whereas the focus of our discussion lies

n method contracts and feature-oriented programming. We argue

hat this focus enables the transfer of our results to more abstract

pecification techniques and other techniques for product-line im-

lementation. In particular, key questions were how to specify

ontracts in feature modules and how to compose contracts for

ethod refinements. 

We introduced and discussed six mechanisms for the composi-

ion of preconditions, postconditions, and framing conditions. We

http://www.mmsindia.com/DBCForJava.html
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H  
roposed a taxonomy for contract composition based on the caller

iew and callee view as well as the original contract and the re-

ning contract. Subsequently, we compared our six mechanisms

ased on their preservation properties. We further outlined how to

xtend each contract-composition mechanism for advanced speci-

cation concepts. We proved that, in general, not all properties of

wo contracts can be preserved during composition. 

We presented our tool support for contract composition and an

mpirical evaluation, in which we specified 14 product lines by

eans of contracts and gained several insights: First, the major-

ty of contracts defined for product lines are not contained in all

roducts (i.e., family-wide specification is not sufficient). Second,

roduct-line specifications can be given by specifying each feature

odule and usually even without derivative modules (i.e., feature-

ased specification is sufficient). Third, most but not all method

efinements establish behavioral subtyping. Fourth, we identified

hat four of our six mechanisms were superior to all other mecha-

isms for certain contract refinements, and thus these four mech-

nisms should be used in concert. Fifth, fine-granular contract re-

nements and alternative method introductions often cause speci-

cation clones. Finally, most contract refinements only refine the

ostcondition while the precondition and framing condition re-

ain unchanged. In particular, only eleven out of sixty contract

efinements modified the frame. 
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